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SUMMARY
In the central nervous system, most of the processes ranging from ion channels to neu-
ronal networks occur in a closed loop, where the input to the system depends on its output.
In contrast, most experimental preparations and protocols operate autonomously in an open
loop and do not depend on the output of the system. Real-time software technology can
be an essential tool for understanding the dynamics of many biological processes by pro-
viding the ability to precisely control the spatiotemporal aspects of a stimulus and to build
activity-dependent stimulus-response closed loops. So far, application of this technology in
biological experiments has been limited primarily to the dynamic clamp, an increasingly
popular electrophysiology technique for introducing artificial conductances into living cells.
Since the dynamic clamp combines mathematical modeling with electrophysiology experi-
ments, it inherits the limitations of both, as well as issues concerning accuracy and stability
that are determined by the chosen software and hardware. In addition, most dynamic clamp
systems to date are designed for specific experimental paradigms and are not easily exten-
sible to general real-time protocols and analyses. The long-term goal of this research is to
develop a suite of real-time tools to evaluate the performance, improve the efficacy, and ex-
tend the capabilities of the dynamic clamp technique and real-time neural electrophysiology.
We demonstrate a combined dynamic clamp and modeling approach for studying synaptic
integration, a software platform for implementing flexible real-time closed-loop protocols,
and the potential and limitations of Kalman filter-based techniques for online state and




In the central nervous system, most of the processes ranging from ion channels to neuronal
networks occur in a closed loop, where the input to the system depends on its output. In
contrast, most experimental preparations and protocols operate autonomously in an open
loop and do not depend on the output of the system. Real-time software technology can be
an essential tool for understanding the dynamics of many biological processes by providing
the ability to precisely control the spatiotemporal aspects of a stimulus and to build activity-
dependent stimulus-response closed loops. So far, application of this technology in biological
experiments has been limited primarily to the dynamic clamp, an increasingly popular
electrophysiology technique for introducing artificial conductances into living cells. Since
the dynamic clamp combines mathematical modeling with electrophysiology experiments, it
inherits the limitations of both, as well as issues concerning accuracy and stability that are
determined by the chosen software and hardware. In addition, most dynamic clamp systems
to date are designed for specific experimental paradigms and are not easily extensible to
general real-time protocols and analyses. The long-term goal of this research is to develop
a suite of real-time tools to evaluate the performance, improve the efficacy, and extend the
capabilities of the dynamic clamp technique and real-time neural electrophysiology. The
work described here covers the following three specific aims:
Aim 1: Use a morphologically realistic model of a deep cerebellar neuron to
simulate dynamic clamp and compare the effects of purely somatic versus dis-
tributed dendritic inputs on synaptic integration.
The dynamic clamp applies conductance inputs at the location of current injection whereas
biological inputs are distributed throughout the cell. We used computer simulations of a
morphologically realistic model of DCN neurons to compare the effects of purely somatic
(simulating dynamic clamp) versus distributed dendritic inputs. The same conductance
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stimuli and data analysis methods used in published experiments were applied to the model.
This work resulted in a set of benchmarks that can be used to assess synaptic integration
and the validity of dynamic clamp results in neuronal cell types for which such models are
available.
Aim 2: Implement algorithms in RTXI for closed-loop feedback, online data
analysis, and online data visualization for neural electrophysiology experiments.
This aim seeks to develop a framework within the real-time RTXI computing platform for
implementing closed-loop algorithms with online analysis of electrophysiological data. This
includes event-triggered data analysis and stimulation, real-time data visualization, and
online optimization of model parameters. These toolboxes allow users to quickly implement
sophisticated experimental protocols and real-time feedback to inform experiment decisions.
Aim 3: Assess the potential of the unscented Kalman filter for online state and
parameter estimation in neurophysiology experiments.
The Kalman filter is a recursive technique that gives the optimal solution to the filtering
problem in which the state of a dynamical system is estimated from noisy measurements,
which themselves are a function of the system state. The goal of this aim is to investigate
applications of the Kalman filter for tracking unobservable states and parameters of the
model system during a dynamic clamp experiment. The limitations of this approach were
assessed in the context of errors in model assumptions, measurement error, and highly





Traditionally, the properties of electrically excitable cells are assessed using current clamp
and voltage clamp electrophysiology protocols. In current clamp, an electrical current wave-
form is specified and applied to the cell through a microelectrode while the transmembrane
potential is recorded. In voltage clamp, a desired voltage waveform is specified and analog
circuitry is used to determine and inject a current that is necessary to maintain, or clamp,
the membrane potential at the specified values. The dynamic clamp allows the insertion
of artificial membrane conductances, such as ion channels, by injecting current that is a
function of the cell’s membrane potential. The injected current is computed by computer
software or analog circuitry based on the equivalent circuit model of the membrane of an
excitable cell (Fig. 1). The artificial conductance is effectively in parallel with other mem-
brane processes, each of which contributes to the total transmembrane current.
The total transmembrane current is related to changes in the membrane potential, Vm,





where Cm is the membrane capacitance. Any conductance that can be described math-
ematically can be applied to a neuron using the dynamic clamp. The current passing
through an ion channel, for example, is often described by Ohm’s law using the following
conductance-based equation:
Ii = gi(Vm)(Vm − Ei) (2)
gi(Vm) = ḡim
phq (3)
where ḡ is the maximal conductance, and m and h are voltage-dependent activation and




Figure 1: Equivalent circuit model of the membrane of an excitable cell where Vm represents the
transmembrane potential, Cm represents the membrane capacitance, and each conductance is defined
by a reversal potential Ei and a conductance gi. In this model, the voltage-dependent sodium and
potassium ion channels are depicted as variable resistors where gi = gi(Vm) . The reversal potential
(or equilibrium potential) of an ion is the value of transmembrane voltage at which diffusive and
electrical forces counterbalance, so that there is no net ion flow across the membrane. The reversal
potential is represented as a battery since the potential difference Vm − Ei gives the driving force
across the membrane for that ionic current.
the channel. Gating variables have values between 0 and 1 to scale the channel conductance







where x∞ is the steady-state value of the gating variable and τx is its associated time
constant of activation or inactivation. The membrane potential is re-sampled and the
equations are re-evaluated on every computational cycle of the dynamic clamp system.
As such, the dynamic clamp is also sometimes termed conductance clamp or conductance
injection.
While the dynamic clamp was first demonstrated in cardiac electrophysiology to elec-
trically couple embryonic chick myocytes [262], the technique was independently intro-
duced [207, 220] and is now more prevalent in neural electrophysiology [70, 90, 197]. Appli-
cations of this technique include the insertion of non-native ion channels (a virtual “knock-
in”), subtraction of native ion channels (a virtual “knock-out”), and simulation of synapses
and electrical gap junctions to create small networks of biological and/or simulated neurons.
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By varying the parameter values of a model channel or synapse, experiments can be con-
ducted to determine how these properties shape membrane dynamics and neuron activity.
These approaches have made the dynamic clamp a valuable tool for studying the intrinsic
properties of single neurons and the behavior of small neural networks.
Dynamic clamp studies have also made important contributions to our understanding
of neuronal dynamics under in vivo-like conditions. Artificial synaptic input can be con-
structed from pre-recorded activity of presynaptic neurons but is more commonly based
on statistical descriptions of noisy conductance waveforms. The relationship between the
amount of input conductance and the membrane voltage can be highly nonlinear and there
are important differences between current-based and conductance-based inputs in neurons.
This is significant when considering that neurons in vivo receive a constant barrage of synap-
tic inputs which can easily reach thousands of events per second. This condition results in
a high-conductance state of these neurons in which synaptic conductances are severalfold
larger than the leak conductance [9, 23,29,113].
In the cortex, these conductances are so large that they increase the total membrane
conductance enough to reduce the neuron’s effective time constant, decrease the input
resistance, and result in a significantly depolarized average membrane potential [66, 184].
At the same time, the amplitude of propagating dendritic signals is diminished because of
synaptic shunting. Functionally, this affects the efficacy of distal inputs to impact somatic
spiking and could allow a neuron to independently integrate synaptic inputs received on
different parts of the dendritic tree. In a high conductance state, the intracellular membrane
potential can also closely track an effective reversal potential composed of the instantaneous
synaptic inputs, allowing the neuron to resolve higher frequency inputs [66, 127, 222]. This
high conductance state has been shown to enhance the cell’s responsiveness to small inputs,
also known as its gain [42,66,216], and can change the signal integration of synaptic input,
creating distinct modes of firing patterns [65,212,231,264].
Fluctuating background conductance input, or synaptic noise, also causes subthreshold
membrane potential fluctuations, creating a regime in which spike generation and output
spike patterns are better described probabilistically. Thus, the statistics of current-based
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versus conductance-based input, such as correlations and relative balance between excitation
and inhibition, are translated differently into output statistics such as the membrane po-
tential distribution, the distribution of interspike intervals (ISIs), the coefficient of variation
(CV), and the mean and variance of the neuron’s output firing rate [73, 144, 211, 214, 240].
Together, these spatiotemporal factors result in a dynamical behavior of the neuron that
is usually quite different from the intrinsic dynamics of the voltage-gated currents. An
important implication of these considerations is that data from brain slice recordings ab-
sent this synaptic background noise should not be taken to represent the in vivo condition.
The dynamic clamp has been used in many vertebrate cell types such as cortical pyrami-
dal neurons [173, 179, 216], hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons [38, 75, 138, 192, 193, 251],
neurons of the rat entorhinal cortex [76, 97, 140, 186], various types of thalamic neurons
[51,52,59,147,185,226,234,244], and midbrain dopaminergic neurons [60,98,161,162].
Results from dynamic clamp experiments must be carefully interpreted due to several
experimental limitations. Space-clamp problems arise in that the injected current is limited
to a space around the recording electrode. Since current can usually only be injected at the
soma, the dynamic clamp may be a poor approximation of dendritic input in some cell types.
In some experimental studies, an artificial dendrite is modeled as well to simulate the cable
effects of synaptic inputs propagating to the action potential initiation zone [121]. This issue
is explored in Chapter 3. In most cells, the dynamic clamp is operated in discontinuous
current clamp mode in which a single electrode switches between recording and current
injection states. In this configuration, it is not possible to inject large conductances that
approach the magnitude of the cell’s intrinsic resting conductance while still accurately
recording the membrane potential. The injected current induces a voltage drop across
the electrode and causes measurement accuracies that are propagated through the closed
feedback loop in the dynamic clamp system and may cause ringing artifacts in the recording
[31, 126, 194, 195]. In larger cells, this effect can be minimized by using two electrodes, one
to record and one to inject current. Researchers also typically use the same ion channel
or synapse model parameters for all cells used in an experiment, assuming that neurons of
the same cell type have identical intrinsic properties, both within an animal and between
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animals [93]. There usually is not time during an experiment to manually adjust the model
to optimal parameters for each cell. New techniques that can be implemented on modern
real-time experiment platforms as described in Chapter 4 can address these issues.
2.2 Real-time Platforms for Closed-Loop Experiments
Using real-time control, scientists can quantify biological function via perturbations that
change according to closed-loop analysis of measured system variables, rather than be-
ing restricted to measuring responses to pre-defined open-loop stimuli. There is a wide
range of biological research endeavors for which real-time control can offer insight that can-
not be obtained with traditional methods. In addition to dynamic clamp, these include
(i) adaptive control of cardiac [43, 80, 100] and neuronal excitable systems [191, 217, 254],
(ii) postural control via force-platform center-of-pressure feedback modulation of galvanic
vestibular stimulation [180, 205], (iii) sensory and motor prostheses using brain computer
interfaces [10, 34, 152, 168], and (iv) deep brain stimulation as therapy for, or investigation
of, various brain disorders [32,119,141].
So far, real-time software technology has been primarily limited to various implementa-
tions of the dynamic clamp technique in cardiac and neural electrophysiology. These imple-
mentations span a combination of hardware and software solutions and include applications
that run under a variety of operating systems for personal desktop computers, systems that
utilize dedicated embedded processors or DSP boards for real-time computing, and sys-
tems that consist predominantly of analog components (Table 1). Other systems have been
developed using commercial platforms such as the Real-Time Workshop R© combined with
the Simulink R© graphical programming tool (MATLABTM, Natick, MA) [61, 65, 156, 228],
LabVIEWTMwith the LabVIEW Real-Time Module (National Instruments, Austin, TX)
[73, 74, 143], and LabWindowsTM/CVI (National Instruments) [15, 175]. These and other
Windows-based dynamic clamp systems are popular for their ease of installation and users’
previous familiarity with the software. However, most of these systems contain a limited set
of template models for specifying artificial ion channel and synapses, have limited mecha-
nisms by which users can create new custom models or experimental protocols, and require
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Table 1: A review of dynamic clamp implementations reported in the literature. Systems that
are programmable only through a GUI or custom scripting language typically have a limited set
of template models that accept user-specified parameters for artificial ion channels and synapses.
The “programming language” specified for each system is that used to specify model parameters,







1993 Sharp et. al [220,221] DOS 3-5
Robinson & Kawai [207] Embedded - 17
1995 DCLAMP 1 [102,139] DOS 1-2
LeMasson et. al [146] Embedded 2.5
1996 RCC [123] DOS + Analog 40
1998 Verheijck et. al [250] DOS Borland Pascal 7
1999 Dynamic Clamp [15] Windows XP C, GUI X 2-5
2001 SM-1 2 [103,208] Analog - 25-50
DYNCLAMP2/4 [187] Windows NT/2000 C++, GUI 10 3
RTLDC [67,257] RT-Linux C X 20-40
MRCI [36,201] RT-Linux Script 30
2003 Lien & Jonas [157,252] Embedded C++ X 80
2004 RT-NEURON [59,112,213] Windows Script, GUI X 10-15
G-clamp [4,143,260] Embedded LabVIEW GUI X 48
2005 ITC-18 4 Analog - 50
DynaClamp [22] RT-Linux C++ 25
2006 StdpC [137,178] Windows NT/2000 C++, Script X 20
RTXI [24,159] RT-Linux C++, GUI, Script X 80
2008 NeuReal [121] Windows XP C++, GUI X 50
QuB [167] Windows XP GUI, Script X 50-80
SM-2 2 [206] Embedded Script 50
2010 Signal 5 Embedded GUI, Script X 30-100
1 Dyna-Quest Technologies (Sudbury, MA)
2 Cambridge Conductance (Cambridge, UK) [48]
3 For 2 neurons, ∼5 kHz for 4 neurons
4 HEKA Elektronik (Lambrecht, Germany) [108]
5 Cambridge Electronic Design Limited (Cambridge, UK) [62]
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expensive specialized hardware. Users usually must accept a trade-off between ease-of-use
and flexibility. Furthermore, few users have rigorously tested the capabilities of their sys-
tem, especially with regard to their real-time performance. There are only a few current
dynamic clamp systems that address the technical issues described earlier.
The performance of a real-time platform usually refers to three attributes: system pe-
riod, jitter, and latency. Latency, the time between receiving an input and updating the
corresponding physical output channel, roughly determines the lower bound on the nominal
system period, or time step. Latency exists because it takes a finite amount of time to
perform analog to digital conversion, do some computation, and convert back from digital
to analog. In practice, the actual system period that is observed is a random variable with
a mean centered about the target period. This variation is called jitter, and is a direct re-
sult of the non-deterministic nature of modern computer architectures. Operating systems
that can absolutely guarantee a maximum time for these operations are referred to as hard
real-time while operating systems that can only guarantee a maximum most of the time are
soft real-time. Hard real-time platforms are used in environments when a missed timing, or
overrun, can cause critical failure of the entire system. A soft real-time platform can handle
such lateness, usually by pausing processes with a lower priority.
Typically, real-time solutions based on general purpose operating systems such as Win-
dows and Linux will always suffer from high levels of jitter because the underlying system
is designed to distribute clock cycles and hardware resources fairly among many competing
processes in a multitasking environment. Task rates up to 100 kHz are well within the
capabilities of modern computer hardware, but true hard real-time performance is possi-
ble only if the computer is running an appropriate real-time control system. Commercial
platforms are costly and often tailored for industrial applications such as chemical and
manufacturing process control, medical monitoring equipment, and critical guidance and
communication systems for automotive and aviation applications. While these platforms
offer users commercial technical support and a great deal of flexibility in their software
design, they require low-level programming expertise and typically do not provide the stan-
dard features of a typical desktop computing environment. However, with the development
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of the Real-Time eXperiment Interface (RTXI), the installation and use of these systems is
rapidly becoming easier.
RTXI is an open source project that merges the features of three previous systems
for closed-loop biological experiments: RTLab [53, 54], Real-time Linux Dynamic Clamp
(RTLDC) [67], and MRCI [36, 201]. RTXI is based on Linux, which is extended with the
Real-time Application Interface (RTAI) [189] to provide a hard real-time platform with the
comprehensive Linux desktop environment. Data acquisition is implemented in real-time
using the Linux Control and Measurement Device Interface (COMEDI) [110], which pro-
vides access to a variety of commercial multifunction data acquisition cards. Experimental
protocols and other real-time algorithms are implemented within a modular framework that
supports multiple instantiations of modules and allows users to easily reuse existing code
and construct complex protocols. User modules are compiled as shared object libraries that
dynamically link to RTXI at runtime and support changes in parameter values “on-the-fly”
without recompiling. Users can also take advantage of previously written code or other C++
libraries to add functionality to their modules. As such, RTXI can be a generic real-time
platform with potential applications beyond dynamic clamp. At the moment, the instal-
lation and operation of a hard real-time operating system requires considerable expertise,
which deters some users. Chapter 4 presents the development of modules that improve
the usability of RTXI, expand its experiment base, and will make it an ideal platform for
implementing real-time closed-loop electrophysiology experiments and other online analysis
and control algorithms.
2.3 The Kalman Filter for State and Parameter Estimation in Neuron Models
The dynamic clamp utilizes mathematical models that have contributed much to our quan-
titative understanding of single neuron dynamics. The development of these models face
technical challenges that are common to the simulation of most natural phenomena, which
are typically very nonlinear and allow limited experimental measurements. Furthermore,
measurements that can be made are usually contaminated by noise that can arise from
sources within the system or from the equipment. When developing a conductance-based
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neuron model as described before, the only experimentally observable quantity is the mem-
brane voltage but there are multiple underlying states and parameters that also have to be
determined.
The general problem of parameter estimation and system identification in computa-
tional neuroscience has been limited to parameter space explorations guided by numerical
optimization approaches, evolutionary algorithms [1, 85], brute force systematic searches
[25, 198], and expectation maximization techniques [124, 125]. These algorithms usually
seek to minimize a cost or distance function that corresponds to the error (usually com-
puted in a least squares sense) between the model’s behavior and the real neuron’s behavior.
The terms of the cost function may include features such as spike shape, spike rate, and even
the rate of change of Vm at certain points along the system’s trajectory [68,109]. A major
challenge in these popular iterative approaches to model construction is that the cost func-
tion may become so complex that standard numerical optimization methods fail [69, 249].
These methods can also be highly dependent on the initial estimate and can converge onto
local minima without exploring a broad range of parameters.
All these methods also apply a global minimization constraint on the parameter estima-
tion process in order to capture the time-varying dynamics of the system. An alternative
approach that guarantees continuity in time is a recursive technique that uses the model’s
current state to extrapolate its state at the next time step. When state variables can be
directly observed or measured from the system, this information can also be used to adjust
the prediction to produce a new, more accurate estimate. Algorithms that use these two
steps are known as predictor-corrector methods and include estimators for hidden Markov
models, sequential Monte Carlo methods, and the Kalman filter. These algorithms have
been used extensively in other fields for system identification and process modeling. It has
previously been demonstrated that these methods can also be used to fit neuron models to
experimental data [124,125,183].
Since these are recursive techniques that generate predictions of the system’s behav-
ior, they are also candidates for generating control signals to change that behavior. These
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model-based techniques can simultaneously provide information about the system that can-
not be directly measured as well as guidelines for online feedback during an experiment.
Model reference control is commonly used in industry for applications such as supply chain
management, automotive control, and flight control in aviation. Model-based approaches
are not common in biological applications for several reasons. Until recently, we lacked
sufficiently accurate computational models of the biological system. The models that do
exist have extremely nonlinear dynamics and most control engineering approaches depend
on the ability to linearize a system. Some of these methods are too computationally inef-
ficient for real-time observation and control. Finally, implementing these approaches has
been difficult due to a lack of experiment platforms and actuators that can accommodate
acquistion and control of biological signals in real-time with the required spatial and tem-
poral resolutions in multiple modalities [151]. In cellular electrophysiology, the dynamic
clamp is a first step towards introducing the principle of model-based control to biological
applications. With advances in our understanding of neurons and the development of more
sophisticated experiment platforms, the time is right to explore more advanced algorithms.
The Kalman filter is focused on here as a computationally simple recursive algorithm
for deterministic nonlinear dynamical systems, such as those used in conductance-based
neuron models. The Kalman filter is a natural extension of the state space descriptions
of single neurons that are common in computational neuroscience and form the basis for
implementing dynamic clamp. It has been demonstrated that this technique can successfully
reconstruct the states and parameters of a neuron model and has been suggested as a
possible way to implement dynamic clamp [218,243,253].
The Kalman filter [33] has its roots in statistical signal processing and modeling in
which the desired signal is modeled as the output of a filter whose input signal is the data
to be processed. In simple environments, a classical filter (such as a lowpass, bandpass, or
highpass filter) may be sufficient to restore the desired signal from the measured data. Such
filters will rarely be optimum in the sense that they produce the best estimate of the signal
from the data. For a known signal, the optimum Wiener filter is designed to process a given
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Figure 2: The Wiener filtering approach to a noise reduction problem uses a filter W (z) to produce
the minimum mean-square error estimate, d̂(n) of the desired signal, d(n). d(n) is statistically
related to the actual given signal, x(n), to be processed.
such that x(n) = d(n) + v(n) as shown in Fig. 2. For a known input and output of the
filter, x(n) and d(n) can be translated to the frequency domain and the coefficients of the





The desired signal, d(n), is not known in advance so that it is not possible to simply compute
a transfer function for the filter. For a FIR Wiener filter with an unknown output signal,
d(n), the coefficients of the filter are determined by
Rxw = rdx (6)
where Rx is a matrix of the autocorrelations of x(n), w is the vector of filter coefficients, and
rdx is the cross-correlation between d(n) and x(n). rdx is determined using the statistical
properties of the two signals. The result is a filter that statistically minimizes the mean






This technique relies on the assumptions that: 1) the signals are stationary, 2) that the
noise is a zero-mean random process and uncorrelated with the signal, and (3) the values of
the state variables are normally distributed. These assumptions are often not satisfied by
real signals and the computational load required for computing the correlations make this
algorithm impractical for real-time signal processing applications.
The Kalman filter is closely related to the Wiener filter but is a recursive technique for
finding the optimal estimate of the signal and is not restricted to stationary processes. Fig.
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3 gives a block diagram for a linear model system represented in state space form. The
Kalman filter internalizes a model of how the system behaves and how observable states of
the system are related to the model states. x(n) is a vector containing the state variables
of the system and y(n) is a vector containing observable quantities, or measurements made
from the system. The vectors do not necessarily have the same dimension. The evolution
of the state variables depends on the previous system state and is described by a transition
matrix, A(n), for a linear system. The measurements do not necessarily correspond directly
to state variables defined by the system equations, but may be related to a transformation
or combination of state variables, represented by C(n). Both the evolution of the state
variables and measurements in time are also subject to noise:
x(n) = A(n)x(n− 1) + w(n) (8)
y(n) = C(n)x(n) + v(n) (9)
where w(n) and v(n) are uncorrelated Gaussian white noise processes. For parameter
estimation, the state vector is augmented to include the parameters, which are treated as
state variables that vary slowly in time due to intrinsic noise in the system.
On each time step, the filter estimates new model state values, the a priori estimate,
and the expected observable values. The state estimates are corrected according to the
scaled error between the expected observable values and actual measurements from the
system to form the a posteriori. Since each measurement gives additional information
about the system, this process is known as the innovations and the scaling factor is known
as the Kalman gain, K(n). The Kalman gain is used to compute a weighted average of the
predicted value and the correction based on measured data for each state variable. Initially,
the greater weight, and the greater confidence, is given to measured values since the model
embedded within the filter is not yet optimized. Over time, however, the Kalman gain
minimizes as the state predictions generated by the model are given more confidence.
The state values of the system are assumed to be normally distributed as Gaussian
random variables and are completely described by their mean and covariance matrix, which






























Figure 3: The Kalman filter is a recursive technique for producing the optimal state estimates that
describe a system. This block diagram describes a linear state space model where x̂(n|n) is a vector
containing the system states at time n given system measurements known up to time n. On each
cycle, a new estimate of the system states, x̂(n|n−1), is formed by using the state transition matrix,
A(n). The expected system measurements, ŷ(n) is formed by further applying a transformation
matrix C(n) that relates measureable quantities to system states. The expected measurements and
the actual measurements, y(n), are compared and the error between them is scaled by the Kalman
gain, K(n). This measurement and scaling is known as the innovations process and provides a
correction factor to to give the next state estimate that includes all known information.
since the Kalman gain is chosen to minimize this error, it is also time-varying. Complete
equations for the Kalman filter for a linear state model are given in Appendix B.1, Table 8.
This formulation allows the Kalman gain to be turned “on” and “off” to optionally ignore
system measurements, unlike classical filters which are essentially always on. Furthermore,
changes in the structure of the internal model or the statistics of the noise processes can be
imposed at any time. For example, if a sensor fails and gives unreliable data, it should be
weighted less relative to the model prediction and measurements from other sensors when
computing a new state estimate.
The discrete Kalman filter gives the optimal recursive estimate of the system states in a
least-squares sense for a linear system, which biological systems are not. For weakly nonlin-
ear systems, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) approximates the system with locally linear
functions using low-order Taylor expansions [131]. This linearization can produce unstable
filters if the local linearity is violated. Furthermore, for many systems, the determination
of the Jacobian matrices are nontrivial and would be difficult to implement. The unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) preserves the exact nonlinearity of the model system by approximating
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the probability density of the possible state values [134,136]. This approach is motivated by
the fact that is easier to approximate this distribution as a Gaussian than to approximate
an arbitrary nonlinear function by linearization. The UKF uses a procedure known as the
unscented transform that takes each state estimation and generates a weighted set of points
that, as a population, capture the mean and variance of the distribution of state values.
Each sigma point is propagated through the complete nonlinear system equations and the
innovations step to produce a set of updated state estimates. This set is then condensed
back into a single new state estimate with an updated mean and covariance [134–136]. The
UKF preserves statistics up to second order in a Taylor series expansion but can give good
results for even higher order nonlinearities if the time steps are small enough that the tem-
poral dynamics of the systems are only weakly nonlinear [253]. Finally, there is no need to
compute the partial derivatives; the nonlinear system equations are used directly.
It has been demonstrated that the UKF can successfully reconstruct the states and
parameters of a neuron model and it has been suggested as a possible way to implement
dynamic clamp [218,243,253]. However, its performance has not been rigorously evaluated
in light of common challenges in computational neuroscience and neural electrophysiology.
Previous research has only used the Kalman filter to reconstruct the states and parameters
of a known model. Furthermore, the parameter estimation was limited only to the maximal
conductance or conductance density of ion channels in conductance-based models. In order
to actually implement the Kalman filter for real neurons, it is also necessary to determine
the appropriate sampling rate, the appropriate initial conditions for the state variables,
and how to initialize the error covariance matrices for the state estimates. The goal of the
Kalman filter is to adjust the state variables and free parameters to match any observable
quantities of the system. A filter that can closely track an observable quantity is not
necessarily accurately tracking the hidden states and may not converge onto the “correct”
parameter values. It is also possible for the filter to not converge at all and the error in the
estimates to increase without bound.
Chapter 5 describes simulations that demonstrate the quality of estimation that can be
expected from simple Kalman filter approaches to this problem and approaches for tuning
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the filters for better performance. The objective is to develop specific recommendations
for real-time implementation in terms of familiar experimental or simulation parameters.
In addition to exploring its prospects as real-time model-fitting technique, the research
described here also constitutes the first steps towards a method for estimating more complex
time-varying quantities encountered in electrophysiology experiments. In particular, given









+ gex(t)(Vm − Eex) + gin(t)(Vm − Ein) (10)
the UKF could be used to estimate changes in gex(t) and gin(t), the time-varying excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic conductance inputs.
Methods for measuring these quantities have been the focus of numerous studies in
the context of cortical sensory processing [64, 88, 89, 94, 95, 99, 188, 210, 263, 270]. Accurate
estimates of these conductances can provide insights about the wiring architecture of the
cortex, such as the significance of recurrent excitation and inhibition, and the existence
and functional effect of shunting inhibition. Shunting inhibition has been shown to cause
nonlinear effects by causing large increases in membrane conductance and can go undetected
since it has a reversal potential that is close to that of the cell [29,79,171,196]. Traditional
methods for experimentally measuring conductance include using current pulse injections to
periodically construct I-V plots throughout an experiment [9,99,172,259], voltage-clamping
the cell at multiple holding potentials to determine the average time course of synaptic
inputs for a repeated stimulus [17, 104], and classical filtering techniques to estimate the
combined synaptic reversal potential from the subthreshold membrane potential averaged
over many trials [95, 188]. In the first two cases, dynamic changes in conductance are not
observable. In the third case, estimates are very inaccurate when the neuron is spiking
because the intrinsic membrane processes dominate over the synaptic input. More recently,
a method has been developed based on particle filtering, a sequential Monte Carlo method,
to infer the time course of synaptic input in the presence of rapidly-varying stimuli on a single
trial basis [182]. This method was demonstrated in simulations and it too computationally
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expensive to implement in real-time. There are currently no techniques for estimating
conductance that can be implemented in real-time during an experiment. Such a technique
could be used to dynamically track the balance between excitation and inhibition and the




COMBINING DYNAMIC CLAMP AND MODELING TO
INVESTIGATE DISTRIBUTED SYNAPTIC INTEGRATION
Dynamic clamping is an increasingly widely used technique, which allows the application of
artificial conductances [207, 220] to a neuron using whole cell methods. However, a major
limitation of dynamic clamp is that the artificial conductances are focally applied only at
the site of the electrode, usually the soma, and may not realistically represent the effects
of distributed dendritic synapses [197]. Due to passive cable properties, synaptic potentials
from distal dendritic sites are delayed and attenuated before reaching the soma [202]. On
the other hand, local dendritic voltage-gated currents can interact with synaptic potentials
to amplify synaptic input or even initiate action potentials [133, 164]. Because many of
these processes are nonlinear and depend on analytically non-solvable systems of equations,
computer simulations provide the only tool to systematically investigate the role of dendritic
morphology and voltage-gated conductances in affecting synaptic responses. These factors
play an important role in the difference in responses for dynamic clamp stimuli applied at
the soma and naturally distributed synaptic input.
In previous studies, the dynamic clamp was used to study how temporal modulation
of inhibitory and excitatory inputs control the frequency and precise timing of spikes in
neurons of the deep cerebellar nuclei. More recently, a morphologically realistic compart-
mental model has been developed with appropriate voltage-gated conductances to replicate
current clamp data recorded in vitro [233]. This makes it an excellent model system for
developing techniques for comparing the effects of focalized and distributed synaptic inputs,
and challenging the assumptions of dynamic clamp by using a combined experimental and
computational approach. The model can also be used to address how intrinsic membrane
conductances interact with synaptic input to shape DCN activity.
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In the present study, we develop a computer simulation approach and a set of bench-
marks to assess differences in responses between distributed synaptic input and the same
input applied focally at the soma. The same background synaptic input used in the previous
experimental studies to the model neuron and determined how the output spike pattern,
spike-timing precision, and spike rate differed for focalized and distributed input. In the
case of our relatively electrotonically compact DCN neuron, distributing the same synaptic
input patterns over the dendritic tree resulted in only minor differences in the resulting
spike patterns. This simulation approach and benchmark tests are applicable to any neural
morphology, however, and a higher degree of deviation between focal and distributed input
conditions is expected in larger cell types with prominent local dendritic processing.
3.1 Dynamic Clamp Experiments
The methods for performing dynamic clamp in DCN neurons have previously been described
by Gauck et al. (2000, 2003). Briefly, 300 µm sagittal cerebellar slices were obtained from
14- to 17-day old Sprague-Dawley rats and placed in a medium containing (in mM) 124
NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.2 KH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 1.9 MgSO4, and 20 glucose. The electrodes
were filled with a solution of (in mM) 140 K-gluconate, 10 HEPES, 10 Nal, 0.2 EGTA, 4
MgATP, 0.4 NaGTP, 0.05 spermine, 5 glutathione, and 1
The synaptic kinetics used to construct the dynamic clamp stimuli were based on in vitro
recordings [8]. Inhibitory GABAA-type Purkinje cell input was modeled as 400 presynaptic
input elements and implemented as GENESIS synchan objects. The GENESIS timetable
object was used to generate random distributions of synaptic events that activated the
synapses at a mean rate of 35 Hz. The inhibitory synapses were modeled as dual-exponential
functions with a rise time constant of 0.93 ms and a decay time constant of 13.6 ms. The sum
of the inhibitory postsynaptic conductances from all 400 inhibitory synapses was used as
the inhibitory conductance waveform (Gin) (Fig. 4, left). To isolate the effect of inhibition
on spiking, the excitatory conductance (Gex) was held at a constant level such that the ratio
of total excitatory to mean inhibitory conductance was 3:4. We varied the level of synaptic

















Figure 4: Construction of dynamic clamp conductance waveforms. The dynamic clamp inhibitory
conductance waveform (Gin) is the sum of 400 inhibitory input conductances over time. The timing
of inputs is stochastic and composed of single inhibitory post-synaptic conductances with a double-
exponential time course. Inhibitory conductance waveforms for higher levels of synchronicity have
larger transient fluctuations around the mean. Excitatory conductance (Gex) is constant at a level
of 3/4 that of mean inhibitory conductance.
The default amount of conductance used (gain 1) corresponded to a total mean inhibitory
conductance of 2 nS and a unitary conductance of 8.6 pS, and this level was increased up
to 16-fold (gain 16). Three different levels of input synchronization were also implemented
(Fig. 4, right). At the highest level of synchronization, the 400 inhibitory synapses were
divided into 10 groups of 40 synchronized synapses. To simulate an intermediate level of
synchronization, the 400 inhibitory synapses were divided into 100 groups of 4 synchronized
synapses.
The maximal conductance of a single inhibitory synapse and the level of tonic excitatory
conductance were originally chosen by Gauck et al. (2000) to yield in vivo spike frequencies
in dynamic clamp. The average combined synaptic reversal potential (Esyn) was -40 mV.
Esyn is the weighted average of the inhibitory (Ein) and excitatory (Eex) reversal potentials:
Esyn =
Eex ∗Gex + Ein ∗Gin
Gex +Gin
(11)
For dynamic clamp, the injected current can be formulated as
Iinj = (Gex +Gin) ∗ (Esyn − Vm) (12)
such that Iinj is zero when the membrane potential equals Esyn. Higher levels of input
synchronization correspond to larger transient fluctuations of Esyn around its mean. The
reversal potentials for excitation and inhibition were 0 mV and -70 mV, respectively.
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For simulations using synaptic excitation rather than tonic excitation, a population
of 100 excitatory mossy fiber synapses was modeled with three components: an AMPA
component, a fast NDMA component, and a slow NMDA component. The rise and decay
time constants were 0.5 and 7 ms for AMPA, 5 and 20.2 ms for fast NMDA, and 5 and
136.4 ms for slow NMDA. The fast unitary NMDA conductance had a peak value of 57%
of the AMPA peak, and the slow unitary NMDA conductance had a peak value of 28% of
the AMPA peak. The unitary peak conductance amplitude of the AMPA conductance was
set to 58.5 pS so that the sum of all excitatory conductances still had a mean of 1.5 nS at
a gain of 1 to maintain the 3:4 ratio of mean excitatory to inhibitory conductance. These
synapses were activated at a mean rate of 20 Hz.
3.2 DCN Model Construction
Our DCN model was developed in a previous study to closely match the membrane po-
tential trajectory found during spontaneous pacemaking in brain slices as well as responses
to positive and negative current injections [233]. We use the identical model here with
the exception of added current noise to the soma as described below. Similarly, any com-
partmental model developed in the literature can be used to employ the same methods to
compare different conductance locations for synaptic input (or in fact the location depen-
dence of voltage-gated currents). We suggest that such modeling provides an important
companion to all dynamic clamp studies.
3.2.1 Morphology, passive properties, and active conductances
The DCN model morphology was derived from a Neurolucida reconstruction of a biocytin
labeled deep cerebellar neuron (Fig. 5A). In a previous study, a genetic algorithm was
used to find passive model parameters that fit the neuron’s voltage responses to positive
and negative current injection in the presence of ion channel and synaptic blockers [232].
The resulting passive parameters were a uniform specific membrane resistance, RM , of
3.56 Ωm2, axial resistance, RA, of 2.35 Ωm, and membrane capacitance, CM , of 0.0156
F/m2. These parameters yield a total membrane resistance of 271 MΩ (inverse of summed
membrane conductance for the soma and 485 dendritic compartments). The model neuron
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is relatively electrotonically compact with an average dendritic electrotonic distance from
the soma of 0.2 λ and a maximum electrotonic distance of 0.53 λ from the soma to the most
distal dendritic tip (Fig. 5B). A spike initiation zone was implemented by attaching a 30
compartment artificial axon, containing an axon hillock and initial segments with increased
sodium channel density following a published method [223]. Simulations were run using a
fixed time step of 0.01 ms.
The model features a full complement of membrane channels based on conductances
known to be present in DCN neurons [3,129,160,203] and implemented using the Hodgkin-
Huxley formalism in GENESIS [18]. They include a fast sodium current (NaF) that contains
both a fast and slow inactivation component as shown by experiments in the DCN [7,203],
a mixture of fast Kv3 family (fKdr) and slow Kv2 (sKdr) family delayed rectifiers based on
a family of TEA-sensitive Kdr channels [12, 13], a tonic non-specific cation current (TNC)
to provide persistent inward current for tonic spiking [203], a high-voltage activated (HVA)
calcium current [84, 169, 170], and a low-voltage activated T-type calcium current (CaT)
that is implicated in fast rebound responses [3,160,169,170]. While several T-type channel
isoforms are expressed in DCN neurons, only the CaV3.1 subtype is associated with strong
rebound activity in DCN neurons [169] and is included in our model. We adapt the kinetics
of a extensive CaT channel model previously developed for thalamocortical neurons [63].
Calcium influx through the HVA calcium conductance is coupled to an intracellular calcium
pool that is modeled as a diffusion shell with an exponential decay time constant of 70
ms. This long time constant results in accumulation of intracellular calcium as observed
experimentally during fast spiking in DCN neurons [174,269].
The final membrane conductances in the model are a calcium-gated voltage-independent
potassium current (SK) that underlies the medium afterhyperpolarization [3,74,128,203], a
hyperpolarization activated (IH) current [3, 128, 203, 245], and a slowly inactivating persis-
tent sodium current (NaP) [129,160]. The density of active conductances in the model was
variable between four major divisions of the model: axonal, somatic, proximal dendritic,
and distal dendritic (Table 7). In particular, there were no NaF or Kdr conductances in the
distal dendrites of the model since there is no experimental evidence showing a dendritic
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Figure 5: Match of DCN model neuron to physiological properties. A) Morphological reconstruction
of the DCN neuron used in model simulations. B) The same morphological reconstruction of the
DCN neuron in (A), redrawn to electronic scale. C) There is a good match in spike shape and
afterhyperpolarization properties between a physiological slice recording and a sample simulation.
location for these channels in the DCN. The SK conductance was also primarily somatic to
match the strong somatic mAHP seen in recordings. Both the CaT and HCN conductances
were distributed in a gradient with a higher density in the dendrites following experimental
findings [84, 203]. All channel kinetics were adjusted to a temperature of 32◦C as used for
the slice recordings by applying a Q10 value of 3.0 for all Hodgkin-Huxley rate constants.
The density of each channel type in the model was manually adjusted until a good match
of current clamp responses with model traces was achieved. The spike shape and AHP tra-
jectory of recordings were used as targets as well as spontaneous spike rate and f/I curves.
Detailed equations for the channel kinetics and values used for the channel conductance
densities are given in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Simulation of Synaptic Input
The simulations used the same synaptic conductance waveforms as were used in the original
experiments. While some synaptic kinetic parameters for AMPA and GABA-A synapses
onto DCN neurons have since been updated in the literature [199, 200, 237], using the
original model synapses allows us to exactly reproduce the experimental dynamic clamp
input conductance waveforms. The reversal potentials of the excitatory and inhibitory
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synaptic conductances were initially set to 0 mV and -70 mV, respectively. Since the
original dynamic clamp recordings were not corrected for a junction potential of 10 mV, as
calculated with JPcalc [14], the reversal potentials of the synapses in the model were shifted
downward by 10 mV. They were then further shifted by the difference in the mean value
of the subthreshold membrane potential between the slice recordings (-49.4 ± 3.0 mV) and
the model (-53.8 ± 1.83 mV). These values were calculated after removing a window of 3
ms before and after the peak of each action potential. The final reversal potentials of the
excitatory and inhibitory synapses in the simulations were set at ±14.4 mV and -84.4 mV,
respectively. The result of these manipulations was that the amplitude of total synaptic
current generated in the model was comparable to the current injected by dynamic clamp
in the experiments by Gauck et al. (2000) for a given input condition.
DCN neurons in vivo are likely subject to strongly patterned synaptic input due to bursts
and pauses in Purkinje cell and mossy fiber activity in vivo. Prolonged increases or decreases
in the simple spike firing rate of Purkinje cells have been observed in response to both
sensory stimulation [163] and motor behavior [166]. Numerous studies have demonstrated
correlations in simple and complex spike activity [145, 266, 267] that can be modulated by
behavior [106,107,225] as well as correlated pauses in Purkinje cell firing that can mediate
DCN activity [56,224]. This correlated activity produces sharp fluctuations in input to DCN
neurons that can then be encoded with high reliability. Mossy fiber input to the DCN is less
well understood but their firing rate is known to be strongly modulated by movement with
complex biphasic or triphasic activity patterns and high frequency bursts that can last up to
several hundreds of milliseconds [204, 247]. To determine how strongly patterned synaptic
input can shape the response of DCN neurons and whether the distributed input condition
still resembles the focalized one, we added inhibitory and excitatory burst and pause features
in addition to the background synaptic input in the model. The total amount of injected
current that would be needed to implement these conductance inputs in a dynamic clamp
experiment would not have been possible using the original experimental equipment due to
large artifacts in the recordings and potential damage to the electrode.
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3.2.3 Focalized vs. distributed synaptic input
To simulate dynamic clamp in the model, all synapses were focalized completely on the soma,
which is the site of current injection with a somatic whole cell recording. The total synaptic
current generated in the model is analogous to the current injected by the dynamic clamp.
For the distributed input condition, the same number of inhibitory synapses was randomly
distributed with 12% (48) on the soma, 37% (148) on the proximal dendrites, and 51% (204)
on the distal dendrites to approximate experimentally observed input distributions [181].
Since nearly all somatic synapses are inhibitory for DCN neurons, no excitation was placed
on the soma for either the tonic or synaptic excitation input conditions [41,58,181]. For the
tonic input condition, a flat excitatory conductance was added to each proximal or distal
dendritic compartment that contains an inhibitory synapse and scaled so that the total
amount of excitatory conductance was the same for both the focalized and distributed input
conditions. For synaptic excitation, the 100 excitatory synapses were placed on randomly
chosen proximal and distal dendritic compartments. The total amount of inhibitory and
excitatory synaptic conductance as well as the temporal input patterns was the same for
both focalized and distributed input conditions.
3.2.4 Simulation of noise
In the absence of excitatory or inhibitory synaptic inputs, the model was able to reproduce
the spontaneous spike waveforms and spike rates observed in DCN neurons in brain slices
(Fig. 6). In fact, for each target measure such as spike height and width, spike afterde-
polarization, spontaneous spike rate and f/I curve the model’s performance was within the
variability of the same measures observed in recordings. To simulate biological variability
in the model’s spontaneous activity as well as repeated trials of the dynamic clamp stimuli,
noise was introduced to the model as a fluctuating somatic current injection. The noise is
constructed as a white noise stimulus with a mean of 0 pA and a standard deviation of 200
pA. Since the noise has zero mean, the net membrane current remains unchanged over the
course of the stimulus and results in very little baseline shift in the subthreshold membrane
potential. The model without noise fires spontaneously at 11.20 Hz and at 11.17 ± 0.15
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Figure 6: A) The added white current noise produces similar variability in the spontaneous firing
activity in the model. B) Spike frequency increases in response to current injection pulses similarly
for the model neuron (solid) and three recorded neurons (dashed). Note that the addition of noise
had virtually no effect on the f-I curve of the model. Error bars represent one standard deviation
(n = 6). Error bars for simulations with noise representing one standard deviation are plotted but
due to their small size are mostly within the line width of the graph.
Hz (n = 6) with noise. The subthreshold membrane potential of the model was calculated
after removing spikes to be -53.8 mV without noise and -53.9 mV with noise (Fig. 6A).
The additional somatic noise current also did not significantly affect the model’s spike rate
increases in response to injected current pulses (Fig. 6B). This compared well to a sub-
threshold membrane potential in experimental recordings of -49.4 mV (n = 33 neurons)
after removing the 10 mV junction potential.
The added noise introduced small irregularities to the spontaneous firing pattern of the
model (CV = 0.143), which settled to nearly perfectly regular pacemaker activity in the
absence of noise. The irregularity of spontaneous spiking in our experimental recordings was
similar to the model with added noise (CV = 0.126, n = 9 neurons). This similarity served
as an independent verification of the validity of adding noise in the form of somatic current
injection, as our noise amplitude was originally chosen to match the level of subthreshold
membrane potential fluctuations found in the experimental recordings (Fig. 7B). This
current was always applied somatically in the model for both focalized and distributed
synaptic input conditions. Six waveforms of frozen noise were obtained using different
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A Simulated spontaneous activity
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Figure 7: Effect of noise on spontaneous spiking and subthreshold voltage oscillations in the model.
A) The model without noise sp kes perfectly regularly (top). The effect of the additional white noise
current introduces variability in spike timing that simulates variability of spontaneous spiking seen
in vitro even in the presence of synaptic blockers (bottom). B) The good match in the amplitude of
the subthreshold voltage fluctuations between a recorded neuron (top) validates our noise model.
random seeds to result in 6 repeated runs with identical synaptic input conditions under
varying noise conditions as we had previously obtained in our recordings. In test simulations,
we also applied current noise to the action potential initiation zone in the axon hillock
and initial segment, which has a two-fold increase in sodium channels compared to the
soma [233].
The power spectra of the voltage noise at the soma for the electrophysiology recordings
and our simulations were very similar (Fig. 8). The power spectral density of the membrane
potential was estimated using a multitaper method to reduce bias [268]. A window of 3 ms
before and after the peak of each spike was removed prior to the analysis. Because noise
affects spike timing predominantly through effects in the spike initiation zone, we examined
the subthreshold noise trajectory in our simulated axon hillock and initial segment with a
somatic noise source and compared this result with a direct application of the same noise to
the axon hillock and the axon initial segment (Fig. 9). The noise fluctuations in Vm were
nearly indistinguishable in all cases, which can be explained by the electrotonically close
proximity of the axon initial segment to the soma in the model. When noise is applied to
the soma of the model during spontaneous activity, there is very little attenuation of the
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Figure 8: The power spectra of the subthreshold membrane potential show a good match between
recordings and simulations with noise. Spikes were removed before analysis using a window of ±3
ms around each spike time. The residual effect of the spike appears as a peak at 10 Hz in both the
recordings and the model. The shaded area indicates the 95% confidence level for the power spectral
estimate.
spike and subthreshold noise fluctuations from the soma to the axon initial segment (IS).
Simulations were also performed in which the the same noise was applied instead to the
axon hillock or the axon IS. During spontaneous activity, there is initially no significant
difference in spike timing, but small differences in how spikes were generated in the IS
eventually accumulated and led to diverging spike times after long simulation times. During
simulated dynamic clamp, the output spike pattern remained the same when the noise was
applied to different compartments, and differences in spike times were always less than 1
ms.
3.2.5 Data Analysis
Previous dynamic clamp experiments show that DCN neurons spike with millisecond preci-
sion that varies with artificial synaptic input parameterized for synchrony, gain, and mean
input rate [82,83]. In the experiments (Fig. 10A), the subthreshold membrane potential was
increasingly controlled by the trajectory of the synaptic input conductance when the aver-
age level of input was increased from 4 to 16 nS. Spike alignment for repeated applications
of the same synaptic conductance trajectory was apparent from the raster plots. The same
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Figure 9: Effect of noise on spontaneous spiking and subthreshold voltage oscillations in the model.
A) When noise is applied to the soma of the model during spontaneous activity, there is very little
attenuation of the spike and subthreshold noise fluctuations from the soma to the axon initial segment
(IS). B) Simulations were also performed in which the the same noise was applied instead to the
axon hillock or the axon IS. During spontaneous activity, there is initially no significant difference
in spike timing, but small differences in how spikes were generated in the IS eventually accumulated
and led to diverging spike times after long simulation times. The subthreshold noise fluctuations in
Vm are nearly indistinguishable from those in (A), which can be explained by the electrotonically
close proximity of the axon IS to the soma in the model. C) During simulated dynamic clamp, the
output spike pattern remained the same when the noise was applied to different compartments, and
differences in spike times were always less than 1 ms.
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be repeated for the the simulations. The spike alignment is quantified by computing the
cross-correlogram with 1 ms bin width from the spike times of pair-wise combinations of
trials obtained with repeated stimuli. The raw correlogram will be corrected for its depen-
dency on spike frequency by computing the expected level of correlation from spike trains
with shuffled interspike intervals and subtracting it from the raw correlogram. A spike-
time precision metric is further defined as the percentage of spikes that occurred within
1 ms or 5 ms in the corrected cross-correlogram. To analyze the input events responsible
for spike generation, we also computed the spike-triggered average (STA) of the excitatory
and inhibitory input conductances in a window of ±150 ms around detected spike times.
This technique is a reverse correlation method often used in neural electrophysiology to
determine the optimal features of a time-varying stimulus that elicit a specific response by
providing an estimate of a neuron’s linear receptive field [2,26,55]. These metrics will allow
us to quantify how well the model reproduces the biological neurons’ response to dynamic
clamp stimuli and analyze the use of this technique in this cell type.
3.3 Results
We found that the model was capable of reproducing responses to complex fluctuating in-
hibitory and excitatory conductances previously recorded with dynamic clamping without
further tuning the model parameters. With additive white current noise applied to the
soma, the model could also reproduce the millisecond precision in spike times. In our DCN
neuron model, there were only minor differences in spike pattern generation between focal-
ized or distributed input in the model, even when strong inhibitory bursts and pauses or
excitatory bursts were applied. The relationships between spike-time precision and spike
frequency with different input levels and input synchronicity were also very similar. The
lack of differences in responses to focalized or distributed synaptic inputs suggests that deep
cerebellar nucleus neurons essentially do not rely on their morphology for input process-
ing. Different cell types and in particular larger types of neurons, will likely show more
pronounced local dendritic processing and hence less similar results for focal somatic and
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distributed dendritic synaptic input. Our results highlight the ability to study the inter-
action of intrinsic properties and synaptic input in the control of output spiking with a
combined dynamic clamp and modeling approach.
3.3.1 Simulation of dynamic clamp experiments in the model
To isolate the effect of Purkinje cell inhibition on the control of DCN spiking, excitation
was held constant while inhibitory inputs were constructed from spike trains of 400 in-
hibitory presynaptic elements that generated inhibitory postsynaptic conductances in the
model. This input pattern exactly matched our previous dynamic clamp input used in
published experiments (Gauck et al., 2000; see Methods). In close parallel, both in the
experiment (Fig. 10A) and in the model (Fig. 10B), the subthreshold membrane potential
was increasingly controlled by the trajectory of the synaptic input conductance when the
average level of input was increased from 4 to 16 nS. As we previously described in our
dynamic clamp studies [82, 83], the subthreshold membrane potential was forced to follow
the combined reversal potential of excitation and inhibition (Esyn) because any deviation
from this trajectory leads to a sharp increase in synaptic driving force and a resulting cor-
rective current. This effect was quantified by computing the cross-correlation between the
subthreshold membrane potential and the combined synaptic reversal potential, Esyn. The
subthreshold membrane potential was obtained by removing spikes from the recordings of
the membrane potential and replacing it with a straight line connecting the endpoints of a
±3ms window around each detected spike time. The magnitude of the central peak in the
cross-correlogram increased as the average level of synaptic input was increased showing
that the subthreshold membrane potential was increasingly controlled by the trajectory of
the synaptic input conductance. Data is shown for simulations in which inhibitory synapses
and excitation applied as a constant conductance were localized in the soma only to simulate
dynamic clamp (Fig. 11).
At a mean inhibitory input conductance of 4 nS the activation of intrinsic currents of the
neuron still results in substantial deviations of the subthreshold membrane potential from
Esyn, most notably during activation of the post-spike afterhyperpolarizing (AHP) currents.
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At an increased mean inhibitory conductance of 16 nS, the shunting effect of inhibition was
increased such that both in the dynamic clamp data and in the model the spike AHPs
were almost completely suppressed, and the subthreshold membrane potential converged
onto Esyn. The average spike waveform was computed from recordings of a biological
neuron and the model neuron while spiking spontaneously or under dynamic clamp with a
mean inhibitory conductance of 4 nS or 16 nS (Fig. 12). At an increased mean inhibitory
conductance of 16 nS, the shunting effect of inhibition was increased such that both in the
dynamic clamp data and in the model the spike AHPs were almost completely suppressed.
There is a difference of 1-2 mV in the AHP for these two levels of inhibitory conductance
for both the biological neuron and the model.
Spike alignment for repeated applications of the same synaptic conductance trajectory
was apparent from the raster plots (Fig. 10). We quantified this spike alignment using a
cross-correlation analysis, which showed an increasingly pronounced central peak for spike
alignment between trials when the mean synaptic conductance level was increased (Fig.
10C). For all input conditions, the spike time cross-correlograms were very similar between
the model and the experimental data. The percentage of spikes that were aligned within a
window of ±1 ms for the sample neuron shown and the model, respectively, were 12% and
11.5% for a 4 nS mean inhibitory conductance and 42% and 38.7% for 16 nS. Therefore,
the model provided a close match to our slice recordings with respect to the conductance
amplitude needed to control spiking by somatic conductance application.
Synchronicity of spiking between Purkinje cells might provide an important coding fea-
ture in the cerebellum [56,145,224,266,267], and therefore we had used partly synchronized
inhibitory input patterns in our dynamic clamp study to determine the consequences of
input synchronization. When our 400 inhibitory inputs were divided into 40 or 4 groups
of synchronously firing subpopulations, the ensuing fluctuations in total inhibitory conduc-
tance were much larger and strong depolarizing shifts in Esyn were more frequent (Fig. 4,
right). This change in input conductance resulted in a similar increase in spike rate as well
as spike precision in the model and the slice recordings (Fig. 13A). Another benchmark, the
spike-triggered average (STA) of input conductance, was computed for a duration of ±150
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Figure 10: Match of DCN dynamic clamp simulations to slice recordings. A) Sample recordings of
dynamic clamp voltage traces are shown for high input synchronization and two levels of inhibition.
For a mean inhibitory conductance of 16 nS, the subthreshold membrane potential (black) closely
follows the synaptic driving force (green). B) Voltage traces from the computer model with the
exact same synaptic inputs applied to the soma, simulating dynamic clamp. C) There is a more
prominent central peak in the spike-time cross-correlogram for a Gin of 16 nS than 4 nS, indicating
greater spike-time precision at higher input gains. The spike time cross-correlograms are very similar
between the model (black line) and the experimental data (gray bars).
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Figure 11: Cross-correlation analysis shows that the subthreshold membrane potential tracks the
combined synaptic reversal potential more closely as input gain increases A) The cross-correlation
between the subthreshold membrane potential and the combined synaptic reversal potential, Esyn
(black). The cross-correlation shows a strong positive central peak. The autocorrelations of the
subthreshold membrane potential (blue) and Esyn (red) explain the strong negative correlation in
the major side lobes at ±50 ms lag. B) The magnitude of the central peak in the cross-correlogram
between Esyn and the subthreshold membrane potential increases smoothly from a value of 0.20 to
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Figure 12: Average spike waveforms from the biological (left) and model (right) neurons spiking
spontaneously and under dynamic clamp with a mean inhibitory conductance of 4 nS or 16 nS. At
an increased mean inhibitory conductance of 16 nS, the shunting effect of inhibition was increased
such that both in the dynamic clamp data and in the model the spike AHPs were almost completely
suppressed.
ms around the peak of the action potentials and normalized to a mean value of 1.0. This
measure shows that a transient decrease in inhibition caused by brief pauses in Purkinje
cell input served as a reliable trigger for spikes. Both the amplitude and the time course
of the STA for inhibitory conductance were similar between the recording and the model
(Fig. 13A, right).
Both the recordings and the model also showed that at high input gains but low levels
of synchronization the spike rate precipitously dropped to near zero, although the mean
conductance levels were identical with those at higher levels of synchronization that elicited
much faster spike rates. This effect is of high physiological interest as it suggests that DCN
spiking may primarily be due to input fluctuations, and that in the presence of completely
random Purkinje cell inputs, DCN neurons would not spike due to a high steady-state
GABA conductance. In contrast, in the presence of input fluctuations due to synchronous
input populations, an increase in input level leads to an increase in output spike rate in
recordings, an effect that was also matched by the model (Fig. 13A). One should note that
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the balance of excitatory and inhibitory conductance and the trajectory of the combined
reversal potential are identical at all input levels. Therefore, an increase in spike rate at
higher input levels is due to the increase in synaptic current that occurs for the same driving
force when the conductance is increased. Overall, the good matches observed between model
responses and our previous dynamic clamp study indicate that the model and the recorded
neurons responded reliably to the same features in inhibitory input conductance.
Spike precision of spontaneous activity in the model was highly dependent on the am-
plitude of the added noise. Although the level of noise was tuned only to replicate the am-
plitude of subthreshold voltage fluctuations, the model also reproduced comparable values
of spike-time precision in spontaneous spiking. In addition, our simulations with dynamic
clamp stimuli show that the model with this level of noise also replicated the spike timing
precision benchmark measurement and its dependence on input gain and synchronicity as
observed in recordings, although some deviations in the absolute values of precision existed
at low and intermediate levels of synaptic gain (Fig. 13A). In additional simulations, we
sought to address the question of what role the level of membrane noise plays in the con-
trol of spike timing precision by synaptic input. To address this question we repeated the
dynamic clamp simulations for two additional levels of noise, a high level of noise with a
standard deviation of 720 pA (Fig. 13C) and a low level of noise with a standard deviation
of 60 pA (Fig. 13B). As expected, for a low level of noise, the spike-time precision increased
across all input conditions. This effect was especially pronounced in the absence of input
synchronicity where noise contributed most to spike timing variability. In contrast, a low
level of noise did not result in a change in output spike rate nor in the spike-triggered
average of inhibitory conductance.
This independence of output spike rate and spike triggered conductance average was
also seen at a high level of applied noise current (Fig. 13C). The effect of a high noise level
on spike timing precision was opposite to that of reduced noise, as the spike-time precision
decreased for all combinations of input gain and synchronization. This resulted actually in
a improved match between model and recordings for spike time precision in the case of no
or intermediate input synchronicity, but a worse match for high input synchronicity. These
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observations suggest that our simplified simulation of noise as a purely somatic current
may not fully reproduce the biological noise source in its effects on spike precision under
different input conditions. However, the simulations using our default level of noise showed
all qualitative dependencies of input conditions on spike precision seen in recordings as well
as reasonable quantitative matches for all input conditions, and was therefore fully sufficient
to examine how distributing the same synaptic input patterns across dendrites may affect
the control of spike output.
3.3.2 Contributions of the SK conductance to synaptic coding
The SK current has been implicated in regularizing spiking [60, 265] through forming a
medium-duration spike-afterhyperpolarization (mAHP), suppressing bursts [39] and reduc-
ing sensitivity to small input fluctuations [60]. In order to determine the role of differ-
ent amounts of SK current in an individual neuron we first compared responses to in-
hibitory dynamic clamp input patterns before and after blocking SK with the highly se-
lective drug apamin. Apamin has been shown to abolish the SK-dependent mAHP and
induce a switch from rhythmic pacemaker activity to spontaneous bursting activity in DCN
neurons [3, 74] and in other neurons with SK channels [21, 57, 176]. Electrophysiological
recordings were made from DCN neurons in rat cerebellar slices before and after SK block.
These experiments were performed by Steven Feng in the lab of Dieter Jaeger. With native
AMPA/NMDA and GABA synaptic input blocked, we observed tonic spontaneous regular
spiking at frequencies ranging from ∼7 to 15.2 Hz before apamin block (Fig. 14A). Record-
ings were obtained from a total of 17 neurons from all three cerebellar nuclei. Sampled
neurons consisted of both transient and weak burst rebound phenotypes [170]. Negative
current injection pulses revealed the different responses to hyperpolarization exhibited by
these two types of bursters (Fig. 14B). We also observed three neurons without a fast
AHP preceding the mAHP, likely corresponding to GABAergic neurons as previously re-
ported [245]. However, the SK- dependent mAHP depth was not significantly different
between cells with different rebound or fast AHP types. After the application of 100 nM
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Figure 13: Spike-time precision and spike frequency for three different levels of noise in the model.
(A, left) Spike-time precision increases with both input gain and synchronicity for recorded neurons
(gray) and for the model (black). The relationships between precision and gain are preserved in the
model although precision values are slightly higher. (A, middle) Spike frequency increases with input
gain at high input synchronicity but actually decreases for intermediate or no input synchronicity.
Spike frequency is normalized by the value at a gain of 0.5. The mean spike frequencies at a gain
of 0.5 for the model were 12.4 Hz (high synchronicity), 12.7 Hz (intermediate synchronicity), and
12.7 Hz (no synchronicity). The mean spike frequencies at a gain of 0.5 for the recordings were 10.0
Hz (high input synchronicity), 9.0 Hz (intermediate synchronicity), and 10.2 Hz (no synchronicity).
(A, right) The spike-triggered average (STA) of inhibitory conductance (normalized to the mean
conductance value) for high input synchronicity and gain 16 is similar for both the model and
recorded neurons. The transient drop in STA conductance indicates that spikes were triggered by
brief pauses in Purkinje cell input. The relationships between precision and output spike rate with
input gain and synchronicity and the STA of inhibitory conductance are shown for additional levels
of low noise (B) and high noise (C). For low noise, the mean spike frequencies at the gain of 0.5
were 12.4 Hz (high input synchronicity), 12.6 Hz (intermediate synchronicity), and 12.6 Hz (no
synchronicity). For high noise, the mean spike frequencies at the gain of 0.5 were 12.4 Hz (high
input synchronicity), 12.7 Hz (intermediate synchronicity), and 12.7 Hz (no synchronicity).
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all cells (Fig. 14C). For the remainder of this study concerned with effects of SK current
on the synaptic transfer function, all recorded cell types are treated as a single population.
To examine the effect of SK channels on DCN spike coding of Purkinje cell inputs, the
same previously described dynamic clamp stimulus was applied before and after apamin
block. This sample of cells (n = 17) exhibited the same spontaneous behavior as previously
observed in response to apamin application as well as to the dynamic clamp. After apamin
block resulted in a transition from regular pacemaking to pronounced bursting (Fig. 15A)
the same dynamic clamp stimulus was applied (Fig. 15B). Several important observations
can be made from these data. First, the apamin-induced burst pattern is stopped by the
application of a synaptic conductance input pattern because the ongoing baseline of GABA
conductance forces the membrane potential (Vm) close to the chloride reversal potential,
here set at -70 mV with the dynamic clamp. This effect shows the advantage of dynamic
clamping over a current waveform application without real-time feedback, as only dynamic
clamping includes the changing driving forces with changing Vm that result in this critical
stabilizing feature of synaptic conductances.
The second important observation is that the output spike pattern with the same synap-
tic input pattern has changed, indicating a strong influence of the SK current on the synaptic
transfer function of DCN neurons. Blocking the mAHP allows much faster spike trains in
the depolarized state. This allows depolarizing transients in the input waveform to result in
a much stronger high-frequency response after apamin block than before (Fig. 15B, right).
However, the faster spiking is not uncontrolled as the overall level of spike precision for re-
peated applications of the same input pattern is high, and is actually significantly increased
after SK block for the sample of 8 neurons quantitatively analyzed (Fig. 16). A second
effect that we observed in this condition is that the spike responses to weaker depolarizing
input transients were diminished (Fig. 2B, right panel) in that spikes reliably triggered
by such transients before apamin application were missing afterwards. Both effects taken
together resulted in a synaptic transfer function that showed an increase in both shorter
and longer inter-spike intervals (ISIs), while showing diminished ISIs of intermediate dura-

















Figure 14: A) Membrane voltage of baseline spontaneous activity of a DCN neuron. On the right is
an expanded inset of the boxed area. Note the pronounced mAHP waveform. B) Voltage response
of a weak rebound burster (left) and a transient rebound burster (right) to -400 pA current pulse
injections. C) Membrane voltage of spontaneous activity of neuron from (A) after superfusion of




















Figure 15: SK Block by apamin alters the spike response pattern elicited by synaptic input applied
via dynamic clamp. A) Spontaneous activity of a DCN neuron before (black) and after superfusion
of 100 nM apamin (blue). B) Stimulus-aligned voltage responses to a synaptic conductance input
pattern applied via dynamic clamping on the left before (black) and after apamin (blue) superfusion.
Spike raster plots for 5 stimulus repetitions are shown in the center and the temporal waveform of
the combined reversal potential of inhibition and excitation (Esyn) is shown in green. On the right
is an expanded inset of the boxed area overlaying the voltage traces. The loss of certain isolated
spike events (arrows) and the presence of fast frequency spiking with a large depolarizing stimulus
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Figure 16: Spike timing cross-correlograms reveal time-locked responses to specific input events
across trials. Left) Cross-correlograms of the spike responses across 5 repeated applications of
the same synaptic conductance waveform applied both before (top) and after apamin presentation
(bottom). For a precision window of ±3 ms, this neuron had 43.8% of spikes repeated at the same
time across trials in the baseline condition and 65.2% following apamin. Right, the percentages of
aligned spikes for ± 5, 3, and 1 ms precision windows for 8 recorded neurons. For all tested precision
windows, the SK blocked condition yielded significant higher spike precision values (p < 0.05, n =
8).
Therefore the overall function of the SK current could be described by increasing a contrast
function by which weak and strong input transients were able to control output spiking,
resulting in stronger spike responses to large input transients and weaker ones for small
input transients.
I used computer simulations to replicate the mechanisms underlying the changed synap-
tic response function after SK block. While we had a clear hypothesis that the increased
spike response to strong input transients are explained by an abolished mAHP, the reduc-
tion of responses of weaker transients is hard to explain by a reduced potassium current
that should result in a more depolarized Vm. We hypothesized that a plausible mechanism
for this effect was an increased steady-state inactivation of the fast voltage-gated Na chan-
nel (NaF) and a concomitant increase in spike threshold. The NaF conductance in DCN
neurons was previously shown to have a high component of steady-state inactivation at
baseline [203]. However, in our experimental data we could not determine a clear depolar-
ized shift in spike threshold after SK block. A small shift that is experimentally hard to












































ISI Coefficient of Variation
Figure 17: Apamin changes the histogram of interspike intervals and the coefficient of variation
(CV) of spiking. A) Histograms of inter-spike intervals (ISIs) in response to dynamic clamp-applied
synaptic input. High frequency bursts elicited by larger depolarizing events lead to an increase
in the number of shorter ISIs. The loss of some responses to smaller synaptic events leads to an
increase in the number of longer ISIs as well. The shift in the ISI distribution leads to a large
change in the coefficient of variation (ISI-CV), from 0.54 to 1.21, while the spike frequency (SR) is
nearly unchanged after apamin presentation (18.32 Hz vs. 18.8 Hz). B) Spike frequency remains
statistically unchanged while ISI-CV increases significantly (p < 0.001) after apamin presentation.
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NaF conductance with steady-state inactivation to match the experimental data was to
ascertain this effect.
The effect of apamin was simulated by setting the SK conductance in the model to
a value of zero. This block resulted to a considerable speedup in spiking and the loss of
the mAHP (Fig. 18A, bottom). However, a burst pattern of spiking was not observed,
presumably because the model does not include important slow dynamic variables such as
calcium buffering and ionic pumps. Removing the SK conductance in the model resulted
in a two-fold increase in spike rate and a significant increase in the ISI CV. As in the
experiments an increased spike response to large input transients and an increase in short
ISIs was observed (Fig. 18B(ii)). However, the reduction of spiking for weak input transients
was not observed, and NaF inactivation was not sufficiently increased to elevate the spike
threshold to make such an effect possible. As an alternative explanation to reduced spiking
with weak input transients we posed the hypothesis that a constant negative bias current was
present in addition to SK conductance block. Application of just -40 pA (Fig. 18B(iii)) bias
current indeed lowered the model’s responses to weak input transients, while maintaining an
elevated response to strong transient reductions in inhibition. In fact, the results obtained
with such additional bias current resulted in a spike rate and CV change that were close to
experimentally obtained values (Fig. 17B).
The computer simulations predicted that the observed effects on the synaptic transfer
function could be explained with two distinct mechanisms: an increased responsiveness to
large input transients due to blocking the mAHP, and a decrease in responsiveness to smaller
input transients due to an overall hyperpolarizing shift. One potential cause for such a shift
could be given by the pronounced bursting pattern induced by apamin that developed for
several minutes before the dynamic clamp stimulus was applied. The extreme spike rates
and depolarized potential during the bursts might lead to a compensatory hyperpolarization
for example by calcium-induced processes. To test this hypothesis, we performed recordings
from another set of cells, in which the DCN neurons were voltage-clamped to -60 mV as soon
as irregular spiking was observed in response to apamin (Fig. 19A). This had the effect
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Figure 18: Computer simulations suggest that two distinct mechanisms are required for observed
effects of SK block on synaptic spike response function. A) Spontaneous activity of the DCN
model neuron before (black) and after (blue) simulated SK block. To simulate apamin application,
SK channel density was reduced to zero in the DCN model neuron. B) Stimulus aligned voltage
response of the DCN model to simulated dynamic clamp stimuli with and without SK conductance
and varying levels of somatic bias current. SK block alone resulted in an increase of spike responses
to weak and strong transient reductions in Purkinje cell input. Adding an additional negative bias
current of -80 pA (bottom trace) abolished the response to weak transients, while the response to
strong transients remained above baseline excitability. The ISI histograms for trials with negative
bias show a widening of the ISI distribution and increase in CV similar to that observed in the
experiments.
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except during dynamic clamp in current clamp mode. This was possible using an Axon
Multiclamp 700B, which allows fast software-based switching between voltage clamp and
current clamp modes. We observed that when DCN neurons were burst suppressed after
apamin presentation, responses to larger depolarizing input transients were still enhanced
and often consisted of short high frequency bursts (Fig. 19B).
However, in contrast to the observed reduction in responses to small input transients seen
in freely bursting (FB) DCN neurons (Fig. 14B), responses to smaller depolarizing input
transients were not reduced after apamin presentation, but were in fact slightly enhanced
as well. The spike timing precision remained unchanged (n = 7), but the spike ISI CV was
significantly increased as in the freely bursting cells (Fig. 20B). The spike rate also tended
to increase, but not significantly. These data are in fact similar to those seen with a pure SK
block in the computer simulations. Therefore, apamin-induced bursting is likely responsible
for an overall hyperpolarizing shift in the recorded neurons that could be induced by an
increased tonic K+ conductance or a decreased tonic non-specific cation current present in
DCN neurons [203]. In the absence of such a hyperpolarizing shift, the role of SK current
with respect to synaptic integration can be described by a gain control function: an overall
decrease in responsiveness to input transients that in particular reduces the maximal spike
frequency for strong depolarizing input transients. As the predominant signal stream is
expected to originate with inhibitory inputs from Purkinje cells, such transients would be
given by synchronous pauses in a population of Purkinje cells. Nevertheless, transient
increases in mossy fiber excitation could also result in similar spike responses.
We next asked whether our understanding of the SK conductance could fully account
for the observed gain changes in the synaptic transfer function. To address this ques-
tion we added back a fully controlled artificial SK conductance with dynamic clamping
after blocking the intrinsic conductance with apamin. First, the intrinsic SK conductance
was fully blocked with apamin. Then the real-time loop of the dynamic clamp algorithm
was expanded to include a simulated voltage-dependent source of calcium into a simulated
compartment, as well as a mechanism of exponential extrusion from this compartment.



















Figure 19: Suppression of spontaneous bursting after SK bslock prevents loss of responses to weak
depolarizing input events applied with dynamic clamp. A) Spontaneous activity of a DCN neuron
before (black) and after superfusion of 100 nM apamin (blue). This burst suppressed (BS) neuron
was voltage-clamped to a holding potential of -60 mV to prevent spontaneous high frequency burst-
ing. The neuron was released from voltage clamp only during the time of dynamic clamp stimulus
application. B) Stimulus aligned voltage responses of a BS neuron to a synaptic conductance input
pattern applied via dynamic current clamp on the left before (black) and after apamin (blue) pre-
sentation. Raster plots are shown in the center and Esyn is depicted in green. BS neuron responses
to weak depolarizing events were almost never reduced, unlike that seen for FB neurons (Fig. 15B),
but fast frequency burst responses were still only associated with large depolarizing events. On the
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Figure 20: Interspike interval histograms show an increase in shorter ISIs while maintaining spike
time precision after apamin application to DCN neurons. A) ISI histograms of the same BS neuron
responses to dynamic clamp-applied synaptic input. The increase in responses to both large and
small depolarizing events lead only to an increase in the shorter ISIs. Both the SR (10.6 Hz to
14.4 Hz) and ISI CV (0.422 to 0.687) of the BS neuron depicted in (B) increase after apamin
presentation. B) The data from all 7 BS neurons show a maintained spike time precision during in
responses to dynamic clamp stimuli, but a significant increase in ISI CV (paired t-test, p < 0.001)
and a non-significant increase in spike rate (paired t-test, p = 0.1).
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ISK−art was applied back to the recorded neuron [74]. Previous experimental work has
indicated that high-voltage-activated calcium current in DCN neurons is the only source
of calcium driving SK activation [6]. The same equations used in the DCN model were
used for the dynamic clamp feedback algorithm (Appendix A) but the voltage driving the
activation function was taken in real-time from our recording.
The artificial SK conductance applied by dynamic clamp was able to restore the mAHP
and regular spontaneous pacemaking activity after apamin was applied to block intrinsic
ISK . To achieve good matches between the recordings with ISK−art and the pre-apamin
spike shape, the time constant for calcium decay as well as the maximal SK conductance
had to be adjusted for each recorded cell (n = 5 BS recordings). After GSK−art was tuned
to restore the spontaneous spike shape, the same dynamic clamp stimulus was applied
to determine whether GSK−art could also replicate the original baseline synaptic response
function. The responses to Purkinje cell input patterns began to resemble the original
pre-SK block pattern as an increasing amount of GSK−art was applied. For a value of
3.5 nS maximal GSK−art, responses to large depolarizing transients in the synaptic input
(indicated by vertical grey dotted lines in Fig. 21) had fully reverted from spike bursts to
single spikes (Fig. 21(v)) and were similar to the pre-apamin baseline case (Fig. 21(i)).
Overall, these results indicate that a spike-associated inflow of calcium via HVA calcium
channels and the SK conductance triggered by this calcium inflow is fully sufficient to ac-
count for an important gain shift in the synaptic transfer function. We made the unexpected
observation that apamin-induced burst firing itself in DCN neurons leads to a reduction of
general excitability, which our computer simulations suggest could be due to an increased
outward bias in the mean intrinsic currents. This additional apamin-induced excitability
regulation resulted in an enhanced gain control of the synaptic response function, such that
small input transients failed to trigger any spike responses. The combined effect of reduced
excitability and increased responsiveness to large input transients is best described as tun-
ing a synaptic response contrast function, in that the contrast between responses to small














































































































Figure 21: Recovering the synaptic response function with an artificial SK current after SK block. A)
Stimulus aligned voltage responses of a BS neuron to the input pattern applied via dynamic current
clamp before apamin presentation (black), after apamin presentation (blue), and with GSK−art
added (red) after apamin application at multiple levels of maximal conductance (GSK−art,max).
Raster plots are shown above each voltage trajectory and Esun is shown in green. The SK-blocked
response patterns resembled the baseline patterns most closely for the GSK−art,max level of 3.5 nS
(iii). This is particularly noticeable at the time points indicated by the dotted grey lines, as apamin-
induced bursting responses were greatly reduced by the insertion of GSK−art. B) ISI histograms
of the neurons response patterns from (A). After apamin superfusion, the ISI distribution shifted
towards the left, as a result of the high frequency burst responses. The percentage of the shortest
ISIs decreased with the increasing levels GSK−art,max.
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The strong involvement of SK current in shaping the synaptic response function is over-
all another clear example that intrinsic dynamic properties of neurons make an important
contribution to network processing [72,164], and should be carefully considered in network
simulations of neural function. The direct consequence of SK function for motor control
remain to be determined. Our results suggest that a general gain increase in responsiveness
of cerebellar circuits could be mediated by cell-specific SK downregulation, which would
allow selective activation of learnt behaviors. Recently it is becoming clear that under-
standing the detailed mechanisms of intrinsic channel properties and their regulation is also
important in understanding and treating neural dysfunction [16]. Specifically, the SK cur-
rent has been implicated as a potential modulator of cerebellar ataxia, and enhancing SK
current with a pharmacological activator could reduce disease symptoms [5,215,255]. This
effect could be in part mediated by a reduction of burst responses in the DCN that are
likely induced by the pronounced Purkinje cell synchronization in this disorder. Pathologi-
cal cerebellar activity also underlies some forms of cerebellar dystonia [37,132], which may
be caused by enhanced Purkinje cell bursting and synchrony leading to enhanced bursting
in DCN activity [149, 150]. Therefore, previous work in conjunction with our new results
point squarely at the SK current as an important regulator in the synaptic processing of
normal and dysfunctional cerebellar output and SK activators as a promising drug target
for disorders with abnormally high response gains.
As seen in many other cell types [27,28,176] and in DCN neurons [3,6] before, SK block
with apamin resulted in the abolishing of the mAHP waveform and in highly irregular or
burst firing. When we applied in-vivo like synaptic Purkinje cell input patterns, the effect of
the abolished mAHP waveform was an enhanced spike response to synchronous reductions
of Purkinje cell inputs. Such synchronous pauses in Purkinje cell activity have been hy-
pothesized to be a potential code for Purkinje cell to DCN signal transmission [56,82,224].
A reduction of SK would therefore increase the gain of this mode of transmission. Less
synchronous Purkinje cell activity results in a more steady-state inhibitory synaptic con-
ductance, and in fact weak input transients were not amplified in our data, pointing to a
selective enhancement of strong input transients by a reduction in SK current. While we did
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not pursue the question of which signaling pathway in DCN neurons results in a reduction
of SK current, the presence of such pathways in other cell types by protein phosphatases
linked to cholinergic transmission [87, 165], LTP induction [19] or metabotropic receptor
activation [229] points to a likely plasticity of SK current in DCN neurons as well. In fact,
while recordings from young rodents (< 20 days) show a relatively consistent large mAHP
amplitude, the results for adult mice are more variable and often the mAHP is near absent in
adult mouse DCN during spontaneous pacemaking. This observation favors the speculation
that in young pre-weanling animals a high level of SK current promotes responsiveness to
small input transients while preventing burst responses, whereas in adult animals excitabil-
ity plasticity has stabilized large responses to functionally relevant large input transients
originating from behaviorally meaningful synchronized Purkinje cell activity.
3.3.3 Comparison between focalized and distributed synaptic inputs
A major limitation of dynamic clamp is that the artificial conductances are focally applied
only at the site of the electrode, in this case the soma, and may not realistically represent
the effects of distributed dendritic synapses. Distributed synaptic input was simulated
by relocating synapses from the soma of the model neuron to dendritic compartments
such that the summed synaptic conductance waveform remained the same. For high input
synchronicity and a mean inhibitory input level of 16 nS, the mean subthreshold membrane
potential was slightly more depolarized for focalized inputs (-53.3 mV) than for distributed
inputs (-53.9 mV). Spike heights were also approximately 3-4 mV shorter for focalized
inputs, which is likely due to the increased local shunting of spike conductances when the
input is focused at the soma. We found that the spike pattern induced with a simulated
dynamic clamp at the soma in this model was very similar to the spike pattern induced
with the same synaptic conductance patterns applied through a set of distributed dendritic
synapses (Fig. 22A). Although the exact timing of individual spikes was slightly different
for these two input conditions when the same pattern of frozen noise was applied to the
soma, changes in spike rate due to depolarizing or hyperpolarizing transients in Esyn clearly
matched.
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This similarity in the action of focal and distributed input can be explained by the
relatively electrotonically compact structure of DCN neurons. In a passive morphology in
which the large majority of dendritic surface is within 0.2 λ of the soma, little attenuation
occurs in the dendrites for low-frequency voltage signals caused by synaptic inputs. We
found that somatic membrane voltage fluctuated similarly for purely somatic or distributed
dendritic inputs (Fig. 22A), and that dendritic voltage-gated currents were evoked in a very
similar pattern in both input conditions (Fig. 22C). In the model, action potentials triggered
the inward calcium HVA current, increasing the intracellular calcium concentration that
drives SK channel activation. For both purely somatic or distributed synaptic input these
currents were evoked with similar time courses and amplitudes in the soma (Fig. 22B) and
in the dendrites (Fig. 22C). The SK current dominated the intrinsic currents in the middle
of inter-spike intervals, and makes a particularly strong contribution to spacing between
spikes [74]. Therefore the similarity of the time course of this current both in the soma and
the dendrites between focalized and distributed input conditions allows for closely matching
spiking responses.
The added noise in the model contributed not only to spike time jitter, but also caused
“extra” or “missing” spikes across trials. In our sample of brain slice recordings, although
some spike times did occur with high reliability between neurons given the same stimulus,
the variability in spike pattern was still quite high (Fig. 23). In fact, the spike patterns
found for somatic or dendritic input conditions in the simulated neuron are much more
closely aligned with each other than different recorded neurons were. We quantified the
similarity in the spike pattern by using the same spike-time precision benchmark described
before. The average 1 ms spike-time precision was computed from cross-correlations of
all pairwise combinations of trials. Across the set of biological neurons, the proportion of
precisely aligned spikes was 23.0 ± 5.2% compared with 40.1% between simulations using
somatic vs. dendritic input (Table 2). Furthermore, the average 1 ms spike-time precision
between pairwise combinations of all the experimental trials with the simulations was 22.3
± 2.8%, indicating that the spike patterns that emerged from the simulations are within
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Figure 22: Comparison of responses to focalized or distributed inputs in the model. A) The same set
of synaptic inputs was delivered focally at the soma or distributed over the dendrites and resulted in
very similar membrane voltage trajectories and spike patterns. The SK and CaHVA currents in the
soma B) and distal dendrites C) are activated similarly by focalized or distributed dendritic input,












Figure 23: Comparison of output spike pattern for biological neurons and the model with focalized
or distributed synaptic input. The model shows a similar spike pattern response to focal somatic
synaptic input as recorded neurons under dynamic clamp. Note the variability in output spike
patterns between recorded neurons given the same stimulus. Data are shown for a mean inhibitory
conductance of 16 nS and high input synchronization.
spike responses of Neuron 4 in the experimental sample in particular very closely match the
simulated responses.
In addition to a very similar spike pattern, the focalized and distributed synaptic in-
put simulations also resulted in a similar dependency of spike precision and rate on input
conditions (Fig. 24). Overall, spike frequency in response to these stimuli was about 0.2
Hz lower for distributed inputs than focalized inputs. This small difference in spike rate is
probably due to the 0.6 mV more depolarized average Vm in the soma for focal input noted
above. In addition, with distributed inputs, the model was slightly less sensitive to changes
in input amplitude such that spike rates were not increased or decreased as much at differ-
ent input levels. This is likely due to a decrease in synaptic shunting effects at the soma
for distributed inputs. Nevertheless, the spike-triggered average of inhibitory conductance
matched closely for both input conditions (Fig. 24C) indicating that spikes were evoked by
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Table 2: The 1 ms spike-time precision computed from cross-correlations of all pairwise combinations
of trials across the set of biological neurons and the neuron model with focalized or distributed
synaptic input.
Neuron 1 Neuron 2 Neuron 3 Neuron 4 Focalized Distributed
Neuron 1 28.6% 24.3% 15.9% 19.6% 19.6% 19.7%
Neuron 2 - 34.9% 31.2% 22.7% 19.6% 20.9%
Neuron 3 - - 30.5% 24.5% 22.3% 24.8%
Neuron 4 - - - 35.3% 25.0% 26.6%
Focalized - - - - 38.7% 40.1%
Distributed - - - - - 37.2%
the same time course of disinhibition.
This similarity in the action of focal and distributed input can be explained by the
relatively electrotonically compact structure of DCN neurons. In a passive morphology in
which the large majority of dendritic surface is within 0.2 λ of the soma, little attenuation
occurs in the dendrites for low-frequency voltage signals caused by synaptic inputs. When
both inhibition and excitation were described by synaptic conductances, the mean firing rate
of the model in response to purely stochastic input was 26.9 Hz for focalized inputs and 23.0
Hz for distributed inputs, which is similar to previously reported in vivo firing rates [6,148].
A simulated inhibitory input burst was sufficient to cause a nearly complete cessation of
spiking in the model for both focalized and distributed input. The membrane potential
was slightly hyperpolarized during the inhibitory burst but did not go below -60 mV. Thus,
a pause in spiking was achieved without deep hyperpolarization, and without an ensuing
rebound as is observed in the same model with much stronger inhibitory input bursts that
hyperpolarize the membrane below -75 mV [233]. An inhibitory pause or excitatory burst
resulted in an increase in firing rate that was more pronounced for the focalized input. This
is consistent with the explanation that a purely somatic imbalance in excitation is somewhat
more effective than the distributed case.
3.3.4 DCN response to patterned synaptic input
The synaptic background input used in our dynamic clamp study was purely stochastic with
a stationary mean rate whereas DCN neurons in vivo are likely subject to strongly patterned
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Figure 24: Spike-time precision and spike frequency for focalized or distributed inputs in the model.
The relationship between spike precision (A) and spike frequency (B) with input gain and syn-
chronicity was very similar for focalized inputs (gray) and distributed inputs (black). C) The STA
of inhibitory conductance (normalized to the mean conductance value) for high input synchronicity
and gain 16 showed that the same time course of disinhibition evokes spikes in both cases.
synaptic input due to bursts and pauses in Purkinje cell and mossy fiber activity in vivo.
Prolonged increases or decreases in the simple spike firing rate of Purkinje cells have been
observed in response to both sensory stimulation [163] and motor behavior [166]. Numerous
studies have demonstrated correlations in simple and complex spike activity [145, 266, 267]
that can be modulated by behavior [106, 107, 225] as well as correlated pauses in Purkinje
cell firing that can mediate DCN activity [56,224]. This correlated activity produces sharp
fluctuations in input to DCN neurons that can then be encoded with high reliability. Mossy
fiber input to the DCN is less well understood but their firing rate is known to be strongly
modulated by movement with complex biphasic or triphasic activity patterns and high
frequency bursts that can last up to several hundreds of milliseconds [204,247].
To determine how strongly patterned synaptic input can shape the response of DCN
neurons and whether the distributed input condition still resembles the focalized one, we
added burst and pause features in addition to the background synaptic input in the model.
We replaced the tonic level of excitation with mixed AMPA and NMDA synapses as in Gauck
et al. (2003) and generated ten different stimuli of random background synaptic activity.
Inhibitory input was modeled with an input level of 16 nS and intermediate synchronicity,
which resulted in moderate fluctuations of input conductance so that the additional bursts
and pauses could stand out against the background activity. Excitatory input was also
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modeled with intermediate synchronicity with a gain such that mean excitatory conductance
was 75% that of inhibitory conductance. For a 200 ms window of time, we imposed a burst
or pause in inhibition or a burst in excitation. The mean firing rate of the model without an
additional input burst or pause was 26.9 Hz for focalized inputs and 23.0 Hz for distributed
inputs, which is similar to previously reported in vivo firing rates [6, 148]. The mean
subthreshold membrane potential was again slightly more depolarized for focalized inputs
(-52.5 mV) than for distributed inputs (-53.3 mV). A summary of the firing rates resulting
from inhibitory and excitatory bursts and pauses is presented in (Table 3).
Table 3: Average firing rates for patterned synaptic input applied to the DCN model. Values are
average spike rate during a burst or pause for patterned synaptic input.
Focalized Distributed
Base model
Control (stochastic) 26.9 23.0
Inhibitory burst 1.0 1.5
Inhibitory pause 51.2 41.3
Excitatory burst (2X) 52.4 40.5
Excitatory burst (3X) 88.3 64.7
Model with stronger rebound currents
Control (stochastic) 29.7 25.3
Inhibitory burst 4.7 3.0
Inhibitory pause 55.4 44.3
Excitatory burst (2X) 56.1 43.7
Excitatory burst (3X) 90.9 68.1
An inhibitory burst was modeled as a 200 ms long doubling of the 35 Hz firing rate in
one half of the inhibitory synapses to 70 Hz, which was equivalent to an overall increase of
50% in the frequency of inhibitory inputs. An inhibitory input rate of 70 Hz is well within
the range of reported Purkinje cell firing rates, which can reach rates of up to 100 Hz in
vivo [11, 238]. This simulated inhibitory burst was sufficient to cause a nearly complete
cessation of spiking in the model for both focalized and distributed input (Fig. 25A). The
membrane potential was slightly hyperpolarized during the inhibitory burst but did not go
below -60 mV. Thus, a pause in spiking was achieved without deep hyperpolarization, and
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without an ensuing rebound as is observed in the same model with much stronger inhibitory
input bursts that hyperpolarize the membrane below -75 mV [233]. For distributed but not
focalized inputs, a few spikes still occurred shortly after the start of the burst (Fig. 25A,
arrowhead), indicating that the model was a little slower to hyperpolarize following the
increase in inhibition. These spikes all occurred within the first 20 ms of the burst. The
similarity in spiking between focalized and distributed inhibitory burst input was paralleled
by a similar change in intrinsic currents during the burst. Regardless of input location, the
inhibitory input burst resulted in a near complete cessation of SK current both in the soma
(Fig. 25B, left) and in the dendrites (Fig. 25B, right). It took an additional 50 ms after
the end of the input burst before the SK current re-approached the control traces, again
regardless of input location.
An inhibitory pause was modeled as a complete block of input from one half of the
inhibitory synapses, which reduced the overall firing rate of the population of inhibitory
inputs by 50%. This resulted in an increase in firing rate in the model to 58.7 Hz for the
focalized input and to 46.1 Hz for distributed input (Fig. 26A), indicating that disinhibition
is a highly effective condition to increase DCN spiking. The spike rate increase in the
focalized input condition was noticeably higher, suggesting that the somatic location of
the excitatory input when not compensated by inhibition was more effective in driving
spiking than an identical pattern of distributed excitation. This difference was paralleled
by a slightly higher increase in SK current activation for the focalized disinhibition over
the distributed case in both the soma (Fig. 26B, left) and the dendrites (Fig. 26B, right).
Nevertheless, the difference was relatively minor, and does not invalidate the use of dynamic
clamping in the exploration of stronger disinhibitory input events.
The overall similarity in mechanism is also shown by spike-triggered averages of the
conductances (Fig. 27). For both focalized (Fig. 27A), and distributed (Fig. 27B) input
conditions, a pause in 50% of inhibitory inputs resulted in about a twofold decrease in the
drop of inhibitory conductance before spike initiation. Note that the plotted conductance
was normalized, so that the drop in conductance before a spike depicts the relative decrease
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Figure 25: Response to an inhibitory input burst for focalized or distributed input in the model.
The horizontal bar above the raster plots indicates the duration of the input burst. The mean firing
rate in the control trials was 26.9 Hz for focalized inputs and 23.0 Hz for distributed input. Before
the start of the input burst, spike times in the control and patterned trials were exactly the same.
(A) A 50% increase in the inhibitory input rate caused a nearly complete suppression of spiking to
a 1.4 Hz spike rate for focalized (left) and to a 1.5 Hz spike rate for distributed (right) input. For
distributed dendritic input, the onset of spike suppression was not as complete during the first 25
ms, and in some trials spikes early during the inhibitory period were still present (black arrow). (B)
During the inhibitory burst, the magnitude of the SK current strongly decreased due to the absence
of spikes but returned to the control trajectory when the burst ended. The pattern of SK activation
was similar for both the focalized and distributed input conditions. The average SK current across
different noise conditions is shown.
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decrease in the STA drop indicates that under the condition of reduced inhibition the
timing of spiking is less precisely controlled by inhibitory inputs. In addition, the average
increase in AMPA excitation prior to spike triggering was also reduced (Fig. 27, middle
panel), indicating that it was an overall decrease in the precise relationship between input
conductance and spike timing rather than a shift of spike control to excitation that was
caused by disinhibition.
Though inhibitory Purkinje cell input is likely a dominant mechanism in controlling
DCN activity, spike rate increases could also be caused by increased mossy fiber input.
We simulated excitatory input bursts as a doubling of the original 20 Hz firing rate in
one half of the excitatory synapses, yielding an overall increases of 50% in the frequency
of excitatory input. This input condition had a similar effect to the case of an inhibitory
pause, though the amount of firing rate increase was somewhat larger. The increase to
81.5 Hz spiking for focalized input was again higher than the increase to 61.2 Hz seen with
distributed input (Fig. 26A). This is consistent with the explanation that a purely somatic
imbalance in excitation is somewhat more effective than the distributed case. The STAs
of synaptic conductances for increased excitation also showed similarities to the case of
decreased inhibition (Fig. 27). The drop in inhibition prior to a spike was decreased about
50% compared to control, suggesting less inhibition-locked spiking. In contrast, the absolute
size of AMPA conductance increase before a spike was about 50% larger during excitatory
bursts, though there was no increase in the relative increase in excitation normalized to the
increased total excitatory conductance during an excitatory burst. The similarity between
GABA and AMPA transients related to spike initiation between focalized somatic and
distributed dendritic input suggests that synaptic control of spiking is virtually unchanged
between these conditions.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Computer modeling in conjunction with dynamic clamping presents a powerful com-
bined approach to study synaptic integration
We developed a computer simulation approach to examine differences between focalized so-
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Figure 26: Response to an inhibitory input pause or excitatory input burst for focalized or distributed
input in the model. A) A 50% decrease in the inhibitory input rate approximately doubled the output
spike rate of the model. This increase was slightly higher for focalized inputs, which is likely due
to greater excitation on the soma in the focalized case. A 100% increase in the excitatory input
rate had an effect similar to that of an inhibitory pause but drove the model to spike at even higher
frequencies. B) During the inhibitory pause, the magnitude of the SK was larger due to increased
spiking. C) The effect of an excitatory burst was similar to that of an inhibitory pause with the
magnitude of the SK current driven even higher by the higher spike rate. The effect for both input
conditions was somewhat stronger for focalized than for distributed inputs due to the higher achieved
spike rate. In all cased, the SK current took about 60 ms to relax back to the control trajectory
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Figure 27: Spiked-triggered averages of inhibitory and excitatory conductance (normalized to the
mean conductance value) when purely stochastic synaptic input or patterned input was applied. The
vertical dashed line indicates the time of the spike. The STA was computed over all spikes for all
trials during the 200 ms excitatory burst (focalized: 188 spikes, distributed: 145 spikes) or inhibitory
pause (focalized: 129 spikes, distributed: 100 spikes). In the case of stochastic input, the spike rate
was much lower so the STA was computed over all spikes (focalized: 149 spikes, distributed: 123
spikes) in the 5 s long control trial without input transient. All STAs were normalized to the average
conductance for each trial (horizontal dashed line). A) In the focalized input condition, the STAs
show that both excitation and inhibition could control spike timing when both synaptic excitation
and inhibition were applied. There was a transient decrease in inhibition (Gin) and transient increase
in AMPA conductance preceding each spike. The NMDA conductance also increased preceding a
spike, but its voltage-dependence resulted in a steep conductance increase during action potentials.
When an excitatory burst (red) or inhibitory pause (blue) was applied, the signal in the STA for
Gin decreased. The STA for AMPA conductance showed diminished amplitude during inhibitory
pauses but a sharper increase during an excitatory burst. The STA for NMDA predominantly
reflected the NMDA voltage dependence such that it was much increased during a spike. B) Very
similar spike-triggered averages were observed when synaptic input was distributed over the dendritic
tree. However, the voltage-dependent increase in NMDA conductance during a spike was decreased,
because spike backpropagation into the dendrite was incomplete due to its fast time course, and as
a result dendritic NMDA conductance did not show as strong an increase during spikes.
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model of a DCN neuron. Our approach allowed us to apply the exact same synaptic con-
ductance patterns used previously in dynamic clamp studies to the computer model either
only at the soma to simulate dynamic clamping, or distributed throughout the dendritic
tree to simulate natural synaptic input in vivo. While the model was originally tuned to
replicated only spontaneous and rebound firing activity under current clamp [233], it could
also replicate the neuron’s response to complex fluctuating inhibitory and excitatory con-
ductances previously recorded with dynamic clamping [82]. With additive white current
noise applied to the soma, the model could also reproduce the millisecond precision in spike
times between repeated trials of stimulation.
Our simulations support the premise that dynamic clamping presents a valid approach to
probe DCN neurons for their function of synaptic integration with complex input patterns.
The observed close match between somatic focalized and distributed synaptic input process-
ing is likely due to the relatively electrotonically compact size of DCN neurons. Because the
electrotonic distance for any dendritic input to the soma rarely exceeds 0.2 λ, there is little
voltage attenuation between the site of synaptic input and the soma. Attenuation becomes
more severe for strong dendritic input transients while the neuron is in a high conductance
state [153, 202], and consequently the largest departure between distributed dendritic and
somatic input was observed in the case of intense AMPA excitatory input bursts.
We also developed a set of benchmark measurements that can be used to assess differ-
ences in synaptic responses to focalized or distributed synaptic input. These measurements
include important variables such as spike rate, spike time precision, and spike triggering
conductances that are frequently used in analyzing dynamic clamp data [42, 70, 83, 236].
In our DCN neuron model, there were only minor differences in spike pattern generation
between focalized or distributed input in the model, even when strong inhibitory bursts and
pauses or excitatory bursts were applied. The relationships between spike-time precision
and spike frequency with different input levels and input synchronicity were also very simi-
lar. The lack of differences in responses to focalized or distributed synaptic inputs suggests
that deep cerebellar nucleus neurons essentially do not rely on their morphology for input
processing. In fact, a six compartment and a one compartment model also showed the same
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results. Different cell types, and in particular larger types of neurons, will likely show more
pronounced local dendritic processing and hence less similar results for focal somatic and
distributed dendritic synaptic input.
The stimulus designs and benchmark analysis methods developed in this study provide a
general toolkit that will allow a detailed comparison between focal and distributed conduc-
tance distributions in all cell types for which detailed compartmental models are available.
The model can then be used to generate experimentally testable predictions about how a
neuron’s response is mediated by the interaction between external synaptic conductances
and intrinsic membrane conductances. We addressed for the first time the question of how
a calcium-activated potassium (SK) current may interact with GABAergic synaptic inhibi-
tion to control DCN output spiking. Our computer simulations predicted that the observed
effects on the synaptic transfer function could be explained with two distinct mechanisms:
an increased responsiveness to large input transients due to blocking the mAHP, and a de-
crease in responsiveness to smaller input transients due to an overall hyperpolarizing shift.
The question of whether intrinsic downregulation of SK conductance would also result in an
overall reduction in excitability by a tonic increase in outward bias remains to be addressed.
However, many if not all cell types show homeostatic plasticity of spike rates such that reg-
ulatory processes counteract a tonic increase in spike rate [198, 242] and can be mediated
by the adaptive regulation of a voltage-insensitive K+ current [30]. In fact, the rapid onset
of reduced excitability with apamin-induced bursting may present just a exaggerated form
of such an otherwise more gradual process.
In this study, we showed the systematic substitution of an intrinsic current with dynamic
clamp after pharmacological block. The dynamic clamp can also be used to subtract the
electrical effect of an intrinsic current simply by reversing the sign of the conductance so that
a current of the opposite sign is applied. Note, that the parameters of the model describing
the SK current in this study had to be adjusted for each cell. This step provides some
additional insight to the intrinsic biological variability between cells. As dynamic clamping
is becoming more widely used in many cell types, the modeling approach developed here
will likely result in valuable insights regarding the specific limitations of this technique for
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different cell types and morphologies.
3.4.2 Additive somatic current noise can simulate variability in a neuron’s response to
repeated presentations of the same stimulus
Variability in neuronal responses to repeated identical stimuli is partly due to subthreshold
membrane voltage fluctuations, which underlie the phenomena of “spontaneous spikes” for
subthreshold inputs and “missing” spikes for suprathreshold inputs [219]. In fact, many
dendritic computations occur within the subthreshold regime. In real neurons, these fluc-
tuations are mediated through changes in the probability of stochastic transitions between
conducting and non-conducting states of ion channels in the cell membrane [111]. In our
neuron model, deterministic Hodgkin-Huxley type equations were used to simulate homo-
geneous populations of channel types in each compartment rather than single channels so
subthreshold fluctuations due to channel noise were not observed. In our simulations as well
as our published dynamic clamp experiments [82,83], there is also no synaptic noise due to
variability in the number of transmitter molecules, availability of receptors, or spontaneous
release of vesicles since we used deterministic input conductance waveforms. To reproduce
subthreshold fluctuations in the membrane potential, we added a white current noise, ξ(t),








+ ξV (t) (13)
(14)
We matched the amplitude of the voltage fluctuations observed in slice recordings by set-
ting the standard deviation of the noise to a specific value. The good match we observed
between spike variability in slice recordings and in the model using identical synaptic con-
ductance patterns indicates that for DCN neurons a voltage-independent somatic current
noise adequately reflects the influence of channel noise on synaptic responses.
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3.4.3 Applying this approach to other neuronal cell types
While our results show that a membrane conductance of electrotonically compact neurons
may be applied equally well at the soma or in a distributed fashion, this similarity will likely
break down for large cell types with extended dendrites such as cortical pyramidal neurons.
In such cells, local dendritic processing such as amplification through dendritic voltage-gated
sodium and calcium channels or regenerative events [81,101] can not be adequately recreated
with dynamic clamp inputs to the soma. To replicate this study for other cell types, a model
must be developed for a typical morphology of that cell type, the channels known to exist in
that cell type, as well as the distribution of those channels throughout the cell. Since some,
or even all, of these data may not be available from the literature, replicating this approach
for other cell types may not be a trivial undertaking. The simulation scripts we used here
are downloadable from the ModelDB (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/) database,
and can be adapted to other neural morphologies that are also freely downloadable from
the same database.
In reality, fluctuations in membrane voltage are both activity and voltage-dependent
since they depend on both the kinetics as well as the open probability of ion channels.
In a model of neurons in the entorhinal cortex, voltage-independent noise was unable to
reproduce spike-clustering that arises in a stochastic model due to enhanced responses to
weak period stimuli [261]. Channel noise has important effects on neural dynamics by
altering the spike threshold, interspike interval statistics, and the amount of stochastic
resonance. Furthermore, for other neuron types and morphologies, our approach of adding
noise at the whole cell level rather than at the level of ion channels may not be accurate.
In a modeling study comparing five morphologically distinct neuronal cell types containing
identical densities of stochastic ion channels, the amplitude of Vm fluctuations differed
between cell types and depended on the subcellular location of the ion channels. This
suggests that in dendritic neurons, spike output may be a probabilistic function of patterns
of synaptic input to dendrites due to consequences of stochastic channel gating [40].
The standard method for simulating stochastic ion channels are Markov chain models
that assume that the state of an ion channel is described by a discrete-state, continuous-time
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Markov chain. Each state in the Markov chain represents a conducting or non-conducting
configuration of the ion channel. While these models are widely used, they are also com-
putationally intensive and unsuited to real-time protocols. There are a number of other
options for introducing stochasticity into Hodgkin-Huxley type channel kinetics to simulate
this behavior. In a study comparing single-compartment neuron models based on linearized
approximations to the Hodgkin-Huxley equations with an additive white current noise, the
magnitude of computed voltage noise was within 0.1 mV for all voltage ranges tested when
compared to Monte Carlo simulations of Markov channels. The error was less than 8% for
subthreshold voltages [230]. In another study, the interspike interval distribution generated
by a Markov chain model showed remarkable agreement with the distribution generated by
Hodgkin-Huxley equations with current noise [209] .
Fox and Lu were the first to attempt simpler models that used stochastic differential
equations (SDE) based on Hodgkin-Huxley equations [77, 78]. Since an ion channel’s con-
figuration is determined by the states of its subunits, they proposed a method by which
noise is added to the equations that describe the fraction of open subunits:
dx
dt
= αx(1− x)− βxx+ ξx(t) (15)
However, the quantity that actually influences the membrane potential is the fraction of
open channels and the stochastic transitions of individual channels occurs with different
statistics than the transitions of the aggregated subunits.
Fox and Lu also proposed a channel-based approach, which adds noise to the proportion
of channels in a particular state, xi, which is not a measure of probability when dealing with
a finite number of channels. The conductance is determined from the proportion of open
channels, where A is the deterministic transition matrix describing how the probability of a
channel having i open subunits changes and S is the square root of a diffusion matrix that
depends on the state variable and voltage-dependent transition rates.
dx
dt
= Ax+ Sξ (16)
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This approach is computationally expensive, taking about 25 times as much time as a
subunit model, because matrix square roots must be calculated. However, the computation
time does not scale with the number of channels and is still faster than the Monte Carlo
method. Another option is to add noise directly to the fraction of open channels, given by
m3h and n4 in the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The most direct approach is to add zero-mean




= −ḡNaF (m3h+ ξNa(t))(Vm − ENa) + ... (17)
It has been found that ξ(t) in this case is best represented as a sum of independent Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck processes (Gaussian colored noise) in order to approximate the Markov chain
description of channel kinetics. For other neuronal cell types, a different approach than
that used here may be more appropriate. The choice of how to add channel noise can
affect the intensity of voltage fluctuations, resulting firing rates, and the variability in spike
times [91,92].
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REAL-TIME EXPERIMENT INTERFACE FOR CLOSED-LOOP
BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
The Real-time Experiment Interface (RTXI) is an open source software platform for hard
real-time data acquisition and closed-loop control protocols in biological experiments. It is
the result of combining three previous efforts in creating such a system:
1. RTLab: Real-Time Linux Lab is a general-purpose control system used primarily
for tissue-level excitable system experiments (NSF grant DBI-0096596; PI: David J.
Christini).
2. RTLDC: Realtime Linux Dynamic Controller is an open-source implementation of
the dynamic clamp, which is a methodology that integrates the real-time simulation
of ion-channel kinetics (or entire models of excitable cells, such as neurons) with
intracellular electrophysiological experiments (NSF grant BES-0085177; PI: John A.
White).
3. MRCI: Model Reference Current Injection system is also an open-source dynamic-
clamp system (NSF grant DBI-9987074; PI: Robert Butera).
RTXI is currently used extensively for two experimental techniques: dynamic clamp and
closed-loop stimulation pattern control in neural and cardiac single cell electrophysiology.
The power and flexibility of RTXI has made it possible for users to implement complex
custom protocols in a variety of experiment types. Examples include the investigation
of the contribution of specific ion channels or synaptic receptors to spiking and bursting
activity in a variety of neuronal cell types, factors affecting the synchronization of connected
neurons, and the effect of network topology and intrinsic neuronal properties on population
activity in a hybrid network.
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Currently, it is difficult to compare the differences between currently available dynamic
clamp systems and the results of dynamic clamp experiments implemented using different
platforms. Metrics for real-time performance are not always reported in the literature,
in part because there are few standard benchmarks. Previous work has shown that the
speed and real-time performance of dynamic clamp systems can have a significant effect on
experimental results by affecting how accurately the numerical models can be integrated [24].
In fact, the convergence of spike shapes using different integration methods in real-time only
occurred at sampling rates of at least 50 kHz. For the Euler method, which is commonly
used, accurate spike shapes were only produced at sampling rates of at least 30 kHz [167].
Intensive graphics that must be updated in real-time as well as disk and network usage can
significantly affect these measures [36].
Furthermore, most existing dynamic clamp systems contain a limited set of template
models for specifying artificial ion channel and synapses, have limited mechanisms by which
users can create new custom models or experimental protocols, and require expensive spe-
cialized hardware. Users usually must accept a trade-off between ease-of-use and flexibility.
I developed improvements to the original RTXI architecture and new userspace features to
support typical analyses that are performed during model development or on experimental
data obtained under dynamic clamp as well as reporting of important real-time performance
benchmarks. These modules can be shared between RTXI users so that experiments can
be replicated exactly and compared.
4.1 RTXI architecture
RTXI was originally designed to operate with two threads: a real-time (RT) thread that
runs at the highest priority allowed by the Linux operating system and a user interface
(UI) thread that is responsible for handling user input and graphics (Figure 28). The real-
time thread “wakes” on each clock cycle and executes any operational overhead associated
with the DAQ card, system functions, and handling real-time events. It then executes real-
time code associated with any user-loaded modules. The RT thread and UI thread run
in the same process address space and can share data in order to process user-triggered
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Figure 28: RTXI uses a two-thread approach in which a real-time thread executes all real-time
tasks while a separate non-real-time thread handles asynchronous events related to user input and
the GUI. The RT thread wakes on every cycle to execute core real-time instructions, such as DAQ
operations, as well as any real-time instructions that are part of user-loaded modules. System and
custom user modules span the RT and UI threads to provide GUI-based access to DAQ signals and
module-specific internal states and variables.
events and update the graphics. All RTXI system features and custom user functionality
are implemented as modules. Modules contain function-specific code that can be used in
combinations to build custom workflows, experimental protocols, and interfaces, thereby
eliminating the need to code all aspects of each experiment protocol from scratch. Often,
users will have multiple modules working in parallel during a single RTXI session.
RTXI modules communicate with each other within the RTXI workspace by a system
of signals and slots and event handling. For example, all data acquired through individual
channels on a data acquisition (DAQ) card are preserved as distinct signal streams that
can be passed to other modules that implement real-time analyses such as event detection,
digital filters, etc. Similarly, all user modules can accept input signals and generate output
signals that can be connected to other modules or to a DAQ card to produce external
analog or digital signals. An important advantage of this modular architecture is the ease
and flexibility the user has in changing modules and modifying module parameters. Each
module is implemented as a separate C++ class that is compiled as a shared object library
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(*.so) outside of the RTXI source code. Only a minimal set of modules is initially loaded to
give users access to basic system features. This minimizes the overhead of running RTXI
and maximizes the real-time performance. Additional modules may be loaded, connected
to each other, and activated with immediate real-time response. Other popular platforms
for real-time closed-loop data acquisition may require the user to recompile the program or
re-download it onto a dedicated real-time processor.
The original design of RTXI provided a basic userspace skeleton C++ class, Default-
GUIModel, that created a minimal GUI containing text boxes for editing parameter values
and buttons for activating/deactivating a module. The DefaultGUIModel class is derived
from other RTXI base classes and handles all the details of real-time execution, event-
handling, and implementation of RTXI’s signals-and-slots system for sharing data between
modules (Fig. 29). Users may safely write custom modules derived from the Default-
GUIModel class without violating hard real-time constraints. However, to create custom
GUIs and more advanced protocols integrated with RTXI system features, such as the
Data Recorder for streaming data to disk, users had to write modules that spanned both
the RT and UI threads and extended multiple complex classes. Without programming
experience, users could easily break real-time without knowing it. I reimplemented the De-
faultGUIModel and Workspace::Instance classes to make it easier for users to write modules
containing custom user interfaces and experimental protocols. DefaultGUIModel is now a
more powerful class that directly supports custom UIs and contains additional thread-safe
APIs for accessing and setting system parameters from the user space.
I also updated RTXI with additional features to make installation and module develop-
ment easier for new users. RTXI is now available as a Live CD based on long-term support
versions of Ubuntu. These CD’s can be used to boot any computer into a working real-time
Linux OS with RTXI already installed with DAQ support. Users can run experiments using
the live session without actually installing Linux or can install a complete system directly
from the CD without compiling a Linux kernel from scratch. If the live CD image is loaded
on to a USB flash drive with persistent memory, users can also develop modules and save
them on the flash drive, making their experiments portable across machines. RTXI also
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now supports additional open-source libraries out of the box: 1) Qwt, a Qt-based widget
library for scientific plotting (http://qwt.sourceforge.net/), 2) GNU GSL, a numeric library
for scientific computing (http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/), and 3) NLopt, a library for
nonlinear optimization (http://ab-initio.mit.edu/wiki/index.php/NLopt). Finally, I added
an additional workflow to RTXI for implementing user modules. Instead of writing cus-
tom C++ classes or using the original MRCI SML-based scripting language, users can also
compile ChannelML descriptions of ion channel models directly into RTXI modules. Chan-
nelML is part of the NeuroML (http://www.neuroml.org/) project and uses an XML based
syntax and is quickly becoming a standardized syntax for describing the dynamics of model
components in a simulator independent, machine readable way. In collaboration with the
neuroConstruct project, this format is also used as an intermediate for porting models
across simulation platforms and is seeing increased adoption as a standard for publishing
ion channel models. Both the MRCI and ChannelML workflows generate modules based
on the DefaultGUIModel class, allowing parameter changes on-the-fly and integration with
other RTXI features.
RTXI was initially designed to enable hard real-time feedback control of experiments
involving continuous (gap-free) protocols. This architecture resulted in very fast first-in-
first-out processing of multiple signal streams involving conversion between digital and
analog signals, data visualization in the digital oscilloscope, and saving the data to disk. I
extended RTXI’s architecture to accommodate episodic protocols that allow application of
the same stimulus in repeated trials and will display the data and statistics in user-defined
ways. This feature is implemented as a wrapper module around any other RTXI user
module and has the ability to control the target module’s real-time execution and modify
parameter settings. Users can now construct protocols around any target RTXI module
and avoid explicitly embedding this layer into each module.
This more flexible architecture segregates core RTXI features, written at the level of
DefaultGUIModel, from optional features and custom user modules, which are derived
from DefaultGUIModel. The new DefaultGUIModel forms the basis for new tools that
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Figure 29: RTXI user modules, such as Neuron, are derived from a skeleton class, DefaultGUIModel,
that automatically handles all real-time execution, event-handling, and implementation of RTXI’s
signals-and-slots system for sharing data between modules.
commercial products. For example, RTXI now includes standard FIR and analog filters,
function (signal) generators, and modules that can “play back” previously recorded data
from different formats as if it was acquired in real-time. This last feature is useful for testing
an debugging online algorithms using actual real-time execution without committing the
resources and time required for setting up an actual experiment. Additional features in
development include suites for various electrophysiology experiments: measurement and
monitoring of electrode resistance, graphical editors for common user protocols (such as
voltage clamp), and a desktop display of recordings alongside images acquired from CCD
cameras.
4.2 Real-time performance benchmarks
I developed a module for RTXI to track the actual real-time period and its jitter and the
actual computational time required for all loaded modules. It also tracks the worst case
time step, which was previously shown to define the upper error bound for dynamic clamp
accuracy [24]. RTXI is based on the Real-Time Application Interface (RTAI). A feature
of RTAI is that it anticipates the next cycle so that the real-time period is generally less
than the nominal period. However, it guarantees that no cycles are longer than the nominal
period. If the computation time required for all real-time execution does approach the
nominal period, RTXI suspends the thread responsible for the graphical user interface until
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more resources are available again. This is an important indicator to the user of when they
are approaching the technical limits of their system.
Histograms of the actual real-time periods used in RTXI for different sampling rates
is shown in Fig. 30. A normal level of usage consisted of two Hodgkin-Huxley model
neurons that were reciprocally coupled with spike-triggered synapses, four traces plotted in
the digital oscilloscope, one active input and output analog channel on the data acquisition
board, and 6 channels streamed to the disk in real-time. A heavy level of usage was
simulated as twice as many modules as the normal level along with additional modules
generating white noise and computing conductance waveforms in real-time. At 1 kHz, a
“heavy” level of usage resulted in essentially the same histogram but this is a much lower
sampling rate than what it is typically used in dynamic clamp. At 10 kHz (a commonly
recommended rate) and 50 kHz the system does show a broader spread of real-time periods
around the mean. These data show that RTXI can operate reliably at 50 kHz with 1 µs
of jitter. In a simulation study of different integration methods (CVODE, Euler, Markov
matrix method) for dynamic clamp, it was found that at 50 kHz all the methods resulted
in virtually identical spike shapes [167].
Other intuitive metrics can be based on the performance of the dynamic clamp system
in integrating the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron, eg. the maximum sampling rate that the system
can integrate a single Hodgkin-Huxley neuron and the number of model neurons that can
be solved in real-time at different sampling rates. Modules were developed to determine
each of these limits by adding neuron models or increasing the sampling rate until the
computational time required approached the nominal period. For a computer containing a
2.53 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor, a single Hodgkin-Huxley model with the real-time
digital oscilloscope could be integrated at 110 kHz. At 10 kHz, 115 Hodgkin-Huxley neurons,
or equivalently 460 differential equations can be solved This decreases to 40 model neurons
at 40 kHz and 15 model neurons at 50 kHz.
Since the number of RTXI users is expected to see steady growth, these standard per-
formance benchmarks will complement the software’s open source transparency to make
it easier to evaluate dynamic clamp data obtained from systems that may use different
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Figure 30: RTXI: Histograms of actual real-time periods show a wider range of real-time periods at
high sampling rates. The hard real-time architecture guarantees a worst case time step that is less
than or equal to the nominal system period.
hardware and numerical techniques. In particular, users will be able to evaluate whether
their real-time performance is sufficient to accurately model the temporal dynamics of the
processes they are interested in.
4.3 Online experimental data analysis and visualization
There are several types of data visualization that are commonly used to analyze dynamic
clamp results. These include raster plots, which capture events, such as spike times, over
a set of repeated stimulation trials. The trials are stimulus-aligned and when visualized in
real-time can provide useful feedback about the typical response pattern of a neuron to an
input, which can not be easily seen on a standard oscilloscope or chart recorder.
An example of raster plot generated in real-time in RTXI is shown in Fig. 31. In
this module, a fixed conductance waveform was loaded from an external ASCII file. This
waveform was applied to a model neuron simulated within RTXI and the timing of each
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spike was determined by detecting a positive threshold crossing at -20 mV. In the raster plot,
the first ten trials are open loop (the dynamic clamp is not active) and the neuron spikes
regularly. The reversal potential for this example is set to -80 mV so that the conductance
has an inhibitory effect. When the dynamic clamp is turned on starting at trial 11, the
neuron spikes irregularly with reliable timing for each repeated application of the artificial
conductance waveform.
Figure 31: RTXI: Online raster plot of neuron’s response to repeated dynamic clamp stimuli. The
dynamic clamp is turned on at trial 11 and the neuron’s spiking activity changes from spontaneous
regular spiking to irregular spiking controlled by artificial conductance.
In dynamic clamp experiments, the spike-triggered conductance shows what feature in
the input actually triggers spikes and can be used to determine the optimal timing and
kinetics of such input as well as determine the balance between excitation and inhibition.
This metric was described in Chapter 3 to explain the characteristics of synaptic integration
in deep cerebellar neurons and was used as a metric to validate a biophysical model of that
cell type. In this module, a circular buffer is used to continuously collect data. When a
spike or other event is detected, a running average of the spike-triggered input is computed
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Figure 32: RTXI: Online spike-triggered average of input conductance for dynamic clamp experi-
ments in Fig. 31.
and updated in real-time. For the example shown in Fig. 31, we expect that a decrease
in the inhibitory input should trigger spikes (Fig. 32). The average of the spike-triggered
conductance over 300 spikes shows a transient just before the spike occurs at zero. All
other information has been averaged out leaving only the specific feature in the input that
is related to spike generation.
4.4 Online optimization of model parameters during dynamic clamp
A common scientific application of the dynamic clamp is one of pharmacological elimination
of an ion channel’s functional effects, followed by reconstitution of the ion channel via a
dynamic clamp. This approach is scientifically powerful, as it allows one to go beyond
mere voltage-clamp characterizations to actual functional evaluation of the role of an ion
channel. If the model of ion channel is truly valid, then metrics like action potential shape
should be comparable before pharmacological block and after dynamic clamp. In general,
there are many caveats associated with obtaining gating parameters from voltage-clamp
data (e.g., specificity of pharmacological blockers), and in practice using these parameters
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directly in a membrane-level model is often imperfect. Furthermore, in some systems direct
voltage clamp measurements may not be possible. The net result is that voltage-clamp
measurements (or literature-based estimates) are followed by further tweaking of the model
parameters to obtain an action potential that is sufficiently similar to the control action
potential. A rigorous online method for tuning model parameters can supplement previously
described offline model-fitting techniques.
I developed an RTXI module to implement the following procedure:
1. Collect a reference waveform (eg. an action potential captured by the spike-triggered
average module previously described).
2. The user specifies an ion channel model and indicates which parameters are “free”
and subject to modification.
3. The user switches from a control solution to a test solution, where the ion channel is
putatively blocked.
4. Activate the dynamic clamp running the ion channel model with a given initial set of
parameters.
5. Measure each action potential, and using an optimization method, modify the free
parameters to minimize the error between the recorded waveform and the reference
waveforms from step 1.
This module used the Simplex optimization algorithm since it does not require com-
puting the derivatives of the system. This method works by first identifying a region in
parameter space that has one dimension more than the number of free parameters. For
example, if two parameters are to be determined, the simplex is a triangle in a 3-D space.
This region is then geometrically transformed by reflection, expansion, or contraction to
converge onto the final solution. The goal of this problem is to minimize a cost function
that is the sum of the squared error between the target waveform and the result of applying
a particular parameter set.
The module was tested using a Connor-Stevens model neuron simulated within RTXI.
This model contains a fast sodium and potassium conductance to generate the spike as well
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as a slower A-type potassium current. The A-type current is active during the interspike
interval and serves to lower the spike rate. To simulate an experiment in which this ion
channel is blocked, its conductance density was set to zero in the model. The optimization
module contained a model of the A-type potassium conductance and produced a current
that was connected back to the neuron model. Two parameters were left free for the
optimization module: the maximal conductance density and the reversal potential. These
were initialized at 55 mS/cm2 and -80 mV and the initial spike waveform can be seen in
the top panel of Fig. 33. The parameter values and spike shape after fifty iterations are
shown in the bottom panel (the difference between the “Event Count” fields minus three
evaluations for initializing the simplex). The true values for these parameters are 47.7
mS/cm2 and -75 mV.
While the simplex method seems to converge very quickly in this example, there were
a number of complications in the procedure. The geometric transforms applied by the
algorithm often generated parameter sets that did not produce spiking or were out of the
physiological range. The only solution was to manually advance the protocol to compute
a flat spike-triggered average and the corresponding mean-squared error. In many cases,
we also had to restart the model neuron. This performance could be improved by adding
inequality constrains to restrict the parameter sets that were generated by the algorithm. In
experiments with real neurons, these constraints would prevent the user from accidentally
injecting arbitrarily large currents that could damage the cell.
The simplex method has the disadvantage of being very inefficient near the optimum
solution and is generally slower than conjugate gradient methods which are popular for this
application. However, a cost function consisting of the mean squared error between the
spikes does not necessarily have a smooth gradient in this parameter space. The simplex
method is more robust to random cost functions. This module is also easily modified to
include other features in the cost function. By widening the window, this module could be
used to fit two consecutive action potentials, a method that has been shown to successfully
fit spike rate as well as spike shape. Other events besides the occurrence of a spike could
also be used. For example, the latency to the first spike after a stimulus is sometimes used
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Figure 33: RTXI: Online optimization module to reproduce spike shape, before and after optimiza-
tion. The target spike waveform is shown in red after the user has saved it. The spike based on the
initial parameters is shown in white and is continuously updated as new parameter values are tried.
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as a target feature. In this case, the window of time to capture would include the stimulus
and some time after the spike. The cost function can be any arbitrary equation based on
the voltage trace.
The advantage of an online optimization approach is that parameter values may be
found that explain not only the biophysical properties of the channel, but also the functional
behavior of a specific cell, without requiring any knowledge about the nonlinear interactions
with other currents. Modeling kinetics from voltage-clamp protocols has the potential of
being very precise, but does not guarantee that the estimated parameters do, in fact, explain
the observed dynamics for that very same cell. Furthermore, performing this procedure
across a population of cells would result in a distribution of parameter values that capture
physiological variability. This online optimization approach could be used for not just action
potentials, but other biological waveforms (such as Ca2+ fluorescence), as well, where the
time-varying dynamics can be measured and modeled.
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CHAPTER V
THE UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER FOR REAL-TIME STATE
AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN NEURONS
The dynamic clamp technique utilizes mathematical models that have contributed much to
our quantitative understanding of single neuron dynamics. The development of these mod-
els face technical challenges that are common to the simulation of most natural phenomena,
which are typically very nonlinear and allow limited experimental measurements. Further-
more, measurements that can be made are usually contaminated by noise that can arise
from sources within the system or from the equipment. When developing a conductance-
based neuron model as described before, the only experimentally observable quantity is the
membrane voltage while there are multiple underlying states and parameters that have to
be determined. Ideally, the values of all parameters would be determined from experimental
data but this presents several problems. Not all parameters can be estimated with good
accuracy especially for small perturbations and high levels of noise. Furthermore, these pa-
rameters are often estimated from data collected from a set of different neurons of a single
type. Often, a single representative spike shape is selected from this diverse data set or the
average of quantified features across the dataset is used. Different neurons of the same type
can differ widely in their composition of ion channels and response to input.
Traditional voltage-based model-fitting methods seek to minimize a cost or distance
function that corresponds to error measures (usually computed in a global least squares
sense) between the model’s behavior and real neuron’s behavior. The terms of the cost
function may include features such as spike shape [235, 249, 258], features such as spike
amplitude and after-hyperpolarization depth [68, 96], burst and firing pattern properties
[198,239,241], and even the rate of change of Vm along the system’s trajectory (phase plane
trajectories) [1, 246]. However, neuron models are highly nonlinear dynamical systems and
a major challenge in these approaches is that the cost function may become so complex that
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standard numerical optimization methods fail [69,249]. In light of these issues, the general
problem of parameter estimation and system identification in computational neuroscience
has been primarily focused on automated parameter search methods such as evolutionary
algorithms [1,85], brute force systematic searches [25,198], and simulated annealing. These
methods may be highly dependent on initialization parameters and can often converge
onto local minima without exploring a broad range of parameters. Furthermore, there are
additional inputs to the automated algorithms that still require user input. For example,
the weights of each term in the error function must be chosen and there are not always
rigorous methods for making these decisions.
All these methods apply a global minimization constraint on the parameter estimation
process in order to capture the time-varying dynamics of the system. An alternative ap-
proach that guarantees continuity in time is a recursive technique that uses the model’s
current state to extrapolate its state at the next time step. If measurements or obser-
vations can be made from the system, this estimate can be corrected to produce a new,
more accurate estimate for that time step. Recently, there has been some work in recast-
ing parameter estimation as a statistical inference problem in hidden dynamical systems
and adopting standard Kalman filter, sequential Monte Carlo, or expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) frameworks [124, 125, 183, 218, 243, 253]. The Kalman filter is focused on here
as a computationally simple algorithm for deterministic nonlinear dynamical systems, such
as those used in conductance-based neuron models. It has been demonstrated that the
Kalman filter can successfully reconstruct the states and parameters of a neuron model
and has been suggested as a possible way to implement dynamic clamp [218, 243, 253]. In
contrast to Monte Carlo or EM methods, it is more amenable to real-time implementation.
Furthermore, the interpretation of the filter’s results are a more natural extension of the
way we think in computational neuroscience. While the original Kalman filter is a direct
extension of optimal Wiener filtering for linear systems, here we use a modification for
handling nonlinear systems known as the unscented Kalman filter.
The following simulations demonstrate the quality of estimation that can be expected
from simple Kalman filter approaches to this problem and approaches for tuning the filters
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for better performance. First, the Kalman filter is tested against surrogate data generated
from neuron models, a technique commonly used for offline model-fitting [69]. We follow an
approach taken by previously published papers in which the model for the neuron is a single
compartment conductance-based model described by differential equations as in Eqn. 1. In
this case, the model structure and the values of the fixed parameters are known exactly
and the Kalman filter is used to reconstruct the model at different sampling rates and
levels of noise. Next, we modify the filter according to commonly encountered challenges
in state and parameter estimation: increasing the number of parameters to be estimated
and hardcoding incorrect fixed parameter values. Finally, since any computational model
will certainly be less complex than a real neuron, the filter is modified to contain a simpler
neuron model than that used to generate the surrogate data to test the consequences of
model order mismatch. The objective is to develop specific recommendations for real-time
implementation of the Kalman filter in electrophysiology experiments in terms of familiar
experimental or simulation parameters. For example, it is not clear what sampling rate for
the filter is necessary in order to track the fast spiking dynamics or how the filter reacts
when the models for the surrogate data and the filter do not match.
Given an accurate model of how a system behaves due to its intrinsic properties, we can
then use it to track external inputs to the system, eg. excitatory and inhibitory presynaptic
input to a neuron. Methods for measuring these quantities have been the focus of numerous
studies in the context of cortical sensory processing [64,88,89,94,95,99,188,210,263,270]. Ac-
curate estimates of these conductances can provide insights about the wiring architecture of
the cortex, such as the significance of recurrent excitation and inhibition, and the existence
and functional effect of shunting inhibition. Shunting inhibition has been shown to cause
nonlinear effects by causing large increases in membrane conductance and can go undetected
since it has a reversal potential that is close to that of the cell [29,79,171,196]. Traditional
methods for experimentally measuring conductance include using current pulse injections to
periodically construct I-V plots throughout an experiment [9,99,172,259], voltage-clamping
the cell at multiple holding potentials to determine the average time course of synaptic in-
puts for a repeated stimulus [17,104], classical filtering techniques to estimate the combined
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synaptic reversal potential from the subthreshold membrane potential averaged over many
trials [95, 188]. In the first two cases, dynamic changes in conductance are not observable.
In the third case, estimates are very inaccurate when the neuron is spiking because the
intrinsic membrane processes dominate over the synaptic input. More recently, a method
has been developed based on particle filtering, a sequential Monte Carlo method, to infer
the time course of synaptic input in the presence of rapidly-varying stimuli on a single
trial basis [182]. This method was demonstrated in simulations and it too computationally
expensive to implement in real-time. There are currently no techniques for estimating con-
ductance that can be implemented in real-time during an experiment. Such a technique
could also be used to dynamically track the balance between excitation and inhibition and
the balance between intrinsic dynamics and synaptic input while delivering behaviorally
relevant stimuli.
5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Generation of surrogate data
Three different models were used to generate surrogate data for evaluating the Kalman
Filter: the Hodgkin-Huxley model [114–118], the Connor-Stevens model [49, 50], and the
Wang-Buzsaki model [256]. These are all single-compartment conductance-based neuron









The models vary in the number of membrane mechanisms that are included and the number
of differential equations that must be solved (Table 4). The Hodgkin-Huxley model was
developed to reproduce the action potential based on data from the squid giant axon. It
contains a fast sodium channel, a delayed rectifier potassium channel, and a leak channel.
In addition to the differential membrane equation, the ion channels have three differen-
tial equations associated with them. The Connor-Stevens model contains an additional
A-type transient potassium channel compared to the Hodgkin-Huxley model and the pa-
rameter values for the sodium and delayed rectifier potassium channel are different. The
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Figure 34: Comparison of spike shapes for neuron models used to evaluate the unscented Kalman
filter.
Wang-Buzsaki model was developed for a study of fast oscillations in the neocortex and hip-
pocampus. This model also only features a single sodium and potassium channel. However,
the kinetics of the m activation variable for the sodium channel are approximated using its
steady-state activation value, which eliminates a differential equation from the system. The
full equations and parameter values used are available in Appendix B.3.
The three neuron models used in this study have very different spike shapes (Fig. 34).
Compared with the Hodgkin-Huxley model, the Connor-Stevens model has shorter action
potentials and a more depolarized average membrane potential. While the membrane po-
tential at the peak of the spike is similar for both models, the Hodgkin-Huxley model spans
a far greater range of voltages. The Connor-Stevens and Wang-Buzsaki models share a
more similar voltage range but the Wang-Buzsaki model has shorter spikes by ∼20 mV.
The Connor-Stevens model also has a sharper afterhyperpolarization after the spike than
either the Hodgkin-Huxley or Wang-Buzsaki models.
The surrogate data was generated with high accuracy using an adaptive time-step
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Figure 35: Two different magnitudes of Gaussian white noise were added to the surrogate data
generated for the unscented Kalman filter. Left, fluctuations of 1-2 mV simulate the noise typical
of invertebrate experiments. Right, fluctuations of 3-4 mV simulate the noise typical of vertebrate
experiments.
Dormand-Prince integration method in PyDSTool [44]. The resulting trajectory of the
model neuron’s behavior was interpolated using fixed time steps at different sampling rates
to create the input to the Kalman filter. The error in the “measured” membrane potential
was approximated as additive Gaussian white noise applied to each sample point. The vari-
ance of this noise was chosen to reproduce typical voltage fluctuations with a magnitude of
1-2 mV or 3-4 mV as commonly seen in invertebrate and vertebrate experiments (Fig. 35).
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5.1.2 Implementation of the Unscented Kalman Filter
Since the neuron models are highly nonlinear dynamical systems, we used the unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) [134, 136] that was briefly described in the Introduction. The sim-
ulations in this study were performed using MATLAB. The states of the Kalman filter





. For parameter estimation, this vector is augmented to include the
unknown parameters, such as the conductance density for each ion channel. For the simula-
tions used in this study, a constant external applied current was used to drive the model to
spike. While this is a known input during experiments, it is included as a free parameter in
some of the following simulations so that the full state vector for the Hodgkin-Huxley model
was x =
[
Vm,m, h, n, ḡNaF , ḡK , Iapp
]T
. The only measurable quantity in an experiment is




. The state and
measurement equations that describe the system are given by:
xi+1 = F (xi) + wi (19)
yi+1 = G(xi) + vi (20)
w ∼ (0, Qw) (21)
v ∼ (0, Qv) (22)
where w and v are random numbers sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and standard deviations of Qw and Qv. In these simulations, the same value of Qw was
used for all the system states though this is not a requirement of the algorithm. Choosing
different values for each state may actually improve the performance of the filter.
Since the goal of this work is to evaluate the performance of the UKF in real-time with
neurons, we chose numerical methods and sampling rates guided by current heuristics for
dynamic clamp experiments. The state variables in the system were evolved according to a
single Euler integration step:
F (xi) = xi + dxi ∗ dt (23)
G(y) is simply the direct observation of Vm. These choices have been shown to be sufficiently
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accurate to reproduce ion channel dynamics. While the canonical Kalman filter uses only
the current time step, it can be formulated to use multiple measurement and estimation
data points to produce a filter matching the order of the desired numerical integrator. The
estimated error for the state values is stored in an error covariance matrix, P, a diagonal
matrix with the same number of dimensions as the state vector. The diagonal values of P
are related to Qw, the variance of noise assumed to be in the system according to the state
equations in Eqns. 19-22.
The UKF uses the “unscented transform” to propagate mean and covariance infor-
mation through nonlinear transformations [134, 136]. The unscented transform works by
constructing a set of points, referred to as sigma points, χi, that as a population capture
the same known statistics, mean and covariance, as a given measurement or state estimate.
A specified nonlinear transformation can be applied to each sigma point, and the unscented
estimate can be obtained by computing the statistics of the transformed set. For example,
the mean and covariance of the transformed set approximates the nonlinear transformation
of the original mean and covariance estimate. The sigma points are determined by comput-
ing the square root of the error covariance matrix and adding the resulting plus or minus
standard deviation to the state estimates:
χ̃i = x̄± (
√
nP)i with i=1,...,n (24)
Unlike Monte Carlo techniques, this is a deterministic rather than random sampling method
so only a small number of points is needed. There are 2n sigma points, twice as many points
as states in the filter. Each sigma point is propagated through the complete nonlinear
equations of the neuron model to produce a set of state estimates. This set is then averaged
back into a single new state estimate with an updated mean and covariance and constitute












(χ̃i − x̃)(χ̃i − x̃)′ + Qw (26)
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In comparison, the extended Kalman filter linearizes the system using series approxima-
tions, a process that becomes increasingly difficult for complex dynamical systems since the
derivatives of the system equations must be determined analytically or approximated. The
UKF transformation method preserves the second order accuracy in mean and covariance
and guarantees the same performance as a truncated second order filter with the same order
of calculations as the extended Kalman filter.
Similarly, a set of measurement vectors, Yi, is determined from the sigma points and













(Ỹi − ỹ)(Ỹi − ỹ)′ + Qv (28)







(χ̃i − x̃)(Ỹi − ỹ)′ (29)
The ratio between this cross covariance and the error in the model’s measurement prediction




Rather than compute the matrix inverse, the matrix division operator in MATLAB is used.
The Kalman gain is used to scale the correction added to the a priori state estimate.
When the variance in the model’s measurement prediction is low, the Kalman gain is high
and more weight is given to the measured information. When the variance in the model’s
predicted state values is low, the Kalman gain is low and the corrective term is smaller.
The final state estimate is:
x̂ = x̃ +K(y − ỹ) (31)
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The last step is to update the a posteriori error covariance matrix:
P̂xx = P̃xx −KP̃′xy (32)
Eqns. 24 to 32 represent the full UKF algorithm. The matrix square root for Eqn. 24 was
computed using MATLAB’s built-in Cholesky decomposition algorithm. Since the filter is a
statistical technique, our approach was to begin with as few assumptions as possible about
the system and implemented the canonical UKF. For example, the values of the conductance
density for each ion channel must be non-negative and the gating variables are restricted
to values between 0 and 1. Both of these constraints could be implemented by remapping
incorrect values into the correct range on each time step. In general, this did not improve
the estimates produced by the filter.
5.1.3 Initialization of the Unscented Kalman Filter
To implement the Kalman filter, the user must also have knowledge of the statistics of
the system and measurement noise processes, an initial estimate for the state values, and
an initial error covariance matrix. Based on these assumptions and the inputs to Kalman
filter, the filter may fail to converge or converge onto incorrect estimates. For example, a
Kalman filter for linear systems may not be very sensitive to the initial conditions of the
filter. Nonlinear systems can be sensitive to initial conditions though it may be enough to
initialize the filter using a set of states during a stationary region in the system’s trajectory.
This is similar to the classical situation with conventional neuron models in which the initial
conditions affect the steady-state behavior of the model. The UKF assumes that each state
is modeled by a normal distribution and they must be initialized with a starting value
and variance. The states were initialized using the first measured value of the membrane
potential. The activation variables were initialized to their steady-state values dependent
on the initial voltage, a technique commonly used in computational neuroscience.
In Eqns. 26 and 28, Qw and Qv are added directly to the terms in the covariance
matrices. This is an option when executing the Kalman filter known as covariance inflation
[122]. These terms could be left out, or alternatively, the terms of the covariance matrices
could simply be set equal to Qw or Qv. These values play an important role in determining
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which term is weighted more in Eqn. 31: the a priori state estimate based on the model
predictions alone or the actual measurements from the system. For example, a larger
Qw corresponds to less confidence in the model and initial parameter values, and more
confidence in system measurements. The result is that the Kalman filter outputs larger
changes in state and parameter estimates with each time step, and consequently converges
more quickly. Theoretically, the variance of membrane potential noise can be estimated
from experimental data and the variance of noise in the gating variables can be inferred
from their distribution in simulated data. A Qw = 16 mV
2 for the measured membrane
potential means that it has a standard deviation of 4 mV. In practice, the initial error for
each state in a Kalman filter is generally set to an arbitrarily “large” value since often the
true error cannot be directly measured. Since the error is minimized over time by the filter,
initializing it at too large a value is generally not a problem. However, underestimating the
error can prevent the filter from converging or cause it to not run at all.
Conventional techniques for fitting the parameters of a neuron model typically use a
global error over a complete spike cycle. Complex nonlinear spike dynamics may be fit well
in certain phases of a spike cycle with a low order model and these compensate for other
phases in which the error is large. A recursive technique like the Kalman filter is designed
to produce continuous output that tracks an observed state variable as closely as possible.
While for linear systems it ultimately minimizes the same global error, it operates based
on a local error only and can fail to operate at all. Nonconvergence typically means that
the estimates are useless because error terms have grown without bound. A failure of the
filter to even operate usually indicates a numerical issue with the error covariance matrices,
such as being unable to compute a matrix inverse due to singularity. Covariance inflation
can stabilize the filter and encourage convergence, especially for systems with nonstationary
behavior. In this work, the covariance matrices were reset to Qw on each time step and was
generally kept the same for all the state variables. In some cases, the value of Qw is different
for each state, so that the estimates of certain states are allowed to vary more aggressively
than others.
It is more common that Kalman filter does not converge because the model does not
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correctly describe the system or that the initial assumptions become invalid over time as the
system evolves. In particular, we model a branched morphology with a single compartment
and the model certainly simplifies complex ion channel dynamics. Model errors can cause
the filter to underestimate the uncertainty in the state estimates such that the observable
quantities become irrelevant. This leads to accumulating errors in the state estimate and is
more likely for systems whose high order nonlinearities are not preserved by the filter.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Reconstructing states and parameters for a known neuron model
It has already been shown for both the Fitzhugh-Nagumo and Hodgkin-Huxley models that
the UKF can reconstruct a known model, including the gating variables and the conduc-
tance densities of the ion channels [243, 253]. Here, we replicate and expand on previous
work to explore how the filter performs in the face of commonly encountered challenges in
computational neuroscience. Results from a typical UKF simulation operating at 10 kHz for
a Hodgkin-Huxley model neuron are shown in Figs. 36-37. The model neuron was driven
with a constant external current that caused it to spike at ∼60 Hz. Within 2 seconds of
simulation, or ∼120 spikes, the filter is able to accurately track the membrane potential as
well as the gating variables of the sodium and potassium conductances. These estimates are
a combination of a predicted value for each state variable based on the current parameter
values as well as a correction that is based on measuring the true membrane potential at
that point in time. These estimates improve over time as the filter approaches the true
parameters and dynamics of the model system (Fig. 37).
The estimates for the parameter values increase in a step-wise fashion and each adjust-
ment is associated with a spike (Fig. 38). This makes sense since the sodium conductance
is primarily active during the spike and it is only during this period that useful information
can be obtained about its dynamics. The magnitude of each adjustment decreases as the
estimate approaches the true value. At a sampling rate of 10 kHz, the values for the ion
conductance densities do not converge for ∼10 s and retain a residual error. At 10 kHz, the
final parameter values after 10 s of simulation for these filter parameters were gNaF = 98.5
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Figure 36: A typical UKF simulation for the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The filter continuously tracked
the membrane potential and underlying gating variables of the ion channels.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016





























Figure 37: Over time, the UKF is able to track the membrane potential more closely, even before it
has converged onto the correct parameter values for the maximal conductances compare time scale
with Fig. 38).
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
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mS/cm2 and gK = 78.2 mS/cm
2. Interestingly, as the estimate for gNaF nears its true value,
the estimate for the applied current changes as well. While it initially features large tran-
sients that correspond to each spike, they eventually recede until the estimate of Iapp varies
noisily around its true value. The amplitude of these fluctuations is related to the value
of Qw, which controls the level of intrinsic noise that is expected in the system. A smaller
Qw results in smaller amplitude fluctuations in Iapp but affects the convergence properties
of the filter. It is possible to modify the Kalman filter model such that parameters are
explicitly restricted from varying so widely on each time step.
Including Iapp as an estimated parameter in the filter improved its performance. When
estimating only the conductance densities, the filter often failed to operate unless Qw was
carefully tuned and the initial conditions were close to the true parameter values. When the
initial conductance densities are intialized naively at 0 mV, they play no role in generating
spikes at the beginning of the filter’s operation. The filter accounts for each spike with a large
inward current and this alternative explanation gives the filter enough flexibility to continue
operating until the other parameters come into play. These results could be interpreted as
the Kalman filter learning to distinguish between two completely different mechanisms for
replicating the observed voltage transients: 1) a voltage-dependent conductance with fast
deterministic kinetics, or 2) a noisy constant current.
The UKF can also distinguish between two membrane mechanisms that differ in more
subtle ways. For example, the Connor-Stevens model has two potassium conductances. The
delayed rectifier potassium channel (Kdr) is responsible for repolarizing the membrane after
a spike. The transient A-type potassium channel (KA) is activated at subthreshold voltages
and also show pronounced inactivation with sustained depolarization at these voltages. It
is primarily active within the interspike interval and has been shown to play a functional
role in regularizing spiking in pacemaker neurons. The UKF can reconstruct the states and
parameters of the Connor-Stevens model as well but only when the error covariance was
increased to Qw = 0.14 (Fig. 39). Below this value, the filter fails to converge. As before,
the largest adjustments to the conductance estimates for the spike-generating currents occur
with each spike. The estimate for gKA varies continuously throughout the simulation until
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Figure 38: A typical UKF simulation for the Hodgkin-Huxley model. The UKF estimated the
conductance densities of the ion channels and the constant externally applied current. The true
values of the conductance densities and the applied current are shown in red. The final parameter
values after 10s of simulation for these filter parameters were gNaF = 98.5 mS/cm
2 and gK = 78.2
mS/cm2.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
all the conductance densities reach their true values. Since both channels have similar
reversal potentials, an initial overestimate of gK corresponds with an underestimate of gKA.
This is ultimately resolved because the channels are active within two different voltage
ranges with very different kinetics (Fig. 40). Issues would arise if we attempted to determine
the conductance densities of channels with very similar kinetics even if they had different
reversal potentials. The filter would simply compensate an error in one conductance with
the opposite error in the other conductance. In these cases, additional information could
be used to constrain the filter, such as data about typical relative conductance densities in
that neuron.
There are numerous methods for fitting parameters to a neuron model when only the
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Figure 39: A typical UKF simulation for the Connor-Stevens model. The filter continuously tracked
the membrane potential and underlying gating variables of the ion channels as well as the ion channel
conductance densities. The true values are shown in red.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.14
conductance densities of the ion channels are left free. It is much more difficult to develop
a model to fit target data when the reversal potentials and underlying kinetics parameters
in the nonlinear equations are also left free. To date, the only successful techniques for
fitting complete sets of kinetic parameters in a brute force manner involve evolutionary
algorithms and systematic database approaches that explore a large parameter space, often
combined with local gradient search methods. The difficulty of the UKF’s task increases
with the size of the system, in large part to the matrix operations involved. In comparison
with the Hodgkin-Huxley model, the Connor-Stevens model adds two differential equations,
one parameter, and two state variables to the system. This increases the number of state
dimensions by 3 and the value of Qw must increase nearly ten-fold for the filter to converge
on the true values for the estimated parameters. The UKF was able to handle a situation in
which only the sodium reversal potential in addition to the conductance densities were left
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Figure 40: Voltage-dependence of the potassium conductances in the Connor-Stevens model.
free and initialized naively at 0 mV. It was unable to operate when both the sodium and
potassium conductances were left free unless the estimates were initialized closer to their
true values (Fig. 41). Here, initial conditions were chosen at least 25% away from each
reversal potential’s true value and the filter was able to converge from either side in ∼5 s.
Traditional voltage clamp experiments can generally determine reversal potentials within
this range so that the UKF algorithm could estimate the correct reversal potentials as well
as maximal conductances.
5.2.2 Effects of sampling rate and measurement noise
The filter is able to converge on the correct parameter values and more accurately track the
state variables as more measurements are made from the system. The sampling rate at which
the filter operates and the amount of noise in the measurements directly affect the filter’s
performance. The data shown so far were generated at a sampling rate of 10 kHz, which is
a typical dynamic clamp sampling rate. Due to the computational overhead of the matrix
operations, it is important to determine whether the Kalman can still produce meaningful
results at lower sampling rates. In general, the filter converges more quickly as the sampling
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Figure 41: The UKF can simultaneously estimate the conductance densities of the sodium and
potassium conductances as well as the reversal potential of the sodium channel. However, it is
unable to estimate both reversal potentials at the same time when they are initialized naively at 0
mV. The reversal potentials were initialized at [ENa, EK ] = [25, -70] or [65, -125] mV. The maximal
conductances converge to the true values at ∼15 s. Results in the top four panels are shown for the
initial conditions [ENa,EK ] = [25, -70] mV. The conductance density estimates for both simulations
converged at ∼15 s.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.025
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rate is increased (Fig. 42). While these gains are large at lower sampling rates, there are
diminishing benefits above 20 kHz. At the lowest sampling rates, the estimates produced
by the filter may increase non-monotonically towards the true parameter value and the
filter may fail to operate at all. The UKF used here is reasonably robust to subsampling,
producing accurate results even at 6 kHz. Increasing the sampling rate, however, only
results in slightly more accurate values for the final estimates of each conductance density
(Table 5). When plotted versus the sample number, the envelope of the convergence curves
are closely aligned (Fig. 42, bottom). Convergence time is clearly a function of the number
of cycles the filter has to sample. Consequently, when the Kalman filter samples at a higher
rate, convergence happens more quickly.
The rate of convergence of the filter’s results also decreases as the amount of mea-
surement noise increases. We simulated two levels of measurement noise to reproduce the
magnitude of membrane potential fluctuations that are commonly seen in invertebrate and
vertebrate experiments (Fig. 42A). Since this level of noise can be estimated by observ-
ing voltage traces, it is assumed that the value of this variance is a fairly accurate input
parameter to the Kalman filter. For the simulations performed using the Hodgkin-Huxley
model, the filter converged on accurate estimates even at the higher level of measurement
noise. The noise inherent in actual biological experiments would likely not be problematic.
Importantly, there will be a minimum sampling rate below which the filter will not converge
and this rate will depend both on the noise in the system as well as the dynamics of spik-
ing. The actual spike rate is not as important as the width of the spike since the interspike
interval is typically much longer. The UKF produces good results provided that the spike
itself is well-sampled.
5.2.3 Consequences of model parameter mismatch
So far, we have reproduced previously published results that showed that the UKF can
successfully reconstruct the underlying states and conductance densities in a single com-
partment neuron model when all other parameters are known. In reality, there is a great
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Figure 42: The UKF converges on the true value of the model parameters more quickly at higher
sampling rates and when the amount of measurement noise is lower. A) Convergence for 1-2 mV
voltage fluctuations as shown in Fig. 35A. The estimate for gNaF increases nonmontonically at
low sampling rates and eventually may not converge at all. B) Convergence for 3-4 mV voltage
fluctuations as shown in Fig. 35B. Simulations performed at 10 and 100 kHz are shown in thicker
lines.
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Table 5: Final conductance density estimates for the Hodgkin-Huxley model estimated by the UKF
at different sampling rates after 10 s of simulation time. The true values are gNaF = 100 mS/cm
2
and gK = 80 mS/cm
2.











deal of biological variability between neurons of the same type and these “hard-coded” pa-
rameter values may be incorrect. In some cases, the output of the filter is as expected.
For example, when the leak conductance density, gL, is changed from 0.10 to 0.15 mS/cm
2,
this lowers the overall excitability of the neuron since the leak reversal potential is -67 mV.
When the UKF is asked to estimate the sodium and potassium conductances as well as the
applied current, it estimates a higher external current than was actually used in order to
compensate for a larger leak conductance (Fig. 43).
When the leak reversal potential, EL, is changed from -67 mV to -75 mV, the UKF
can still converge onto to the correct ion channel conductance densities (Fig. 44). Instead,
the estimate from the applied current retains an oscillation around its true value that does
not completely diminish over time. This is because changing the reversal potential is not
equivalent to a constant change in excitability. Rather it changes the driving force for the
leak current and each oscillation is associated with a spike, where the leak driving force is
at a maximum.
When both of these parameters are fixed at the incorrect values, the filter is still able to
converge onto the correct ion channel conductance densities (Fig. 45). Interestingly, there is
no loss in the rate of convergence. Furthermore, the filter’s estimate of the applied current
is a combination of those already described. Iapp retains an oscillation but at a value offset
from the true value. However, the filter failed to converge at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. To
get these results, the simulation was run at 20 kHz.
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Figure 43: The UKF can simultaneously estimate the conductance densities of the sodium and
potassium conductances when the leak conductance density is fixed at an incorrect value (gL = 0.15
instead of 0.10 mS/cm2). The filter accounts for the decrease in the overall excitability of the model
by estimating an external applied current that is larger than the true value.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
All the simulations in this section ultimately did converge onto the correct values for the
conductance densities at ∼10 s. In large part, this may be because the only other membrane
mechanisms present in this system are specifically associated with generating the spike. It is
much easier to account for an overall change in excitability by manipulating the magnitude
of a time-varying applied current rather than conductances governed by these fast kinetics.
5.2.4 Consequences of model order mismatch
We previously considered the situation in which the values of fixed parameters in the neuron
were incorrect. An equally common problem in computational neuroscience is when the
chosen model structure is incorrect. Often, an ion channel model developed for a different
neuron type, or even a different animal, is borrowed and the parameters are tuned to
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Figure 44: The UKF can simultaneously estimate the conductance densities of the sodium and
potassium conductances when the leak conductance reversal potential is fixed at an incorrect value
(EL = -75 mV instead of -67 mV). The filter’s estimate of Iapp features large oscillations around the
true value to account for differences in the leak driving force.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
produce the desired results. There are numerous challenges to applying the UKF technique
in experiments with actual neurons for model-fitting purposes. In particular, we know that
the model simplifies the complex dynamics of ion channel processes, may not account for
all the membrane processes that are actually present in the biological neuron, and does
not account for a branched morphology. Furthermore, the goal of the filter is to match
a target trajectory by adjusting the underlying parameters or unobservable states. Thus,
it is possible for the filter to track the membrane potential “accurately” and still produce
meaningless estimates for other state variables and parameters. As shown before, leaving
Iapp as a free parameter gives the filter a great deal of flexibility since its magnitude is easily
adjusted to track Vm. To approximate this situation of “model order mismatch,” we mixed
the models used to generate the surrogate data and the models used in the Kalman filter.
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Figure 45: The UKF can simultaneously estimate the conductance densities of the sodium and
potassium conductances when the leak conductance density and reversal potential are both fixed
at incorrect values. The filter’s estimate of Iapp is a combination of the two separate effects seen
previously. It retains an oscillation around a value that is offset from the true value.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 20 kHz, Qw = 0.016
We initially attempted to feed data generated by the Hodgkin-Huxley model into a
Kalman filter with an embedded Wang-Buzsaki model to estimate the ion conductance
densities and applied current. In these simulations, the value of Qw was increased to
express lower confidence in the accuracy of the Kalman filter model. Numerically, this
allows the parameter and state estimates to vary more so that the estimated trajectory for
the membrane potential matches the observed value more closely. In many cases the filter
failed to operate at all and adjusting the value of Qw and the initial conditions of the filter
did not improve its performance. While an important difference between the two models
is the steady-state approximation for the sodium channel in the Wang-Buzsaki, this filter
was unsuccessful primarily because the the voltage ranges of the models are very different
(Fig. 34). The Wang-Buzsaki model was unable to generate the extremely hyperpolarized
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potentials present in the Hodgkin-Huxley model and the large differences in the driving
force for each conductance.
The filter was then modified to also include the reversal potentials as free parameters to
allow the algorithm to adjust the driving forces for each conductance (UKF1 in Table 6).
This approach allowed the filter to operate and determine new values for gK as well as the
reversal potentials. However, gNaF grew far out of the reasonable range when compared to
gK and for the length of the simulation (15 s) did not truly converge. The estimate for the
applied current also displayed large transients above the true value that corresponded with
each spike (Fig. 46).
Next, we linearly scaled the voltage range of the Hodgkin-Huxley model output to match
the range of the Wang-Buzsaki model and used these values as the input to the filter while
retaining the reversal potentials as free parameters (UKF2 in Table 6). This prevented the
estimate for gNaF from growing without bound and constrained the estimate for Iapp to
much smaller oscillations round the true value. Effectively, the filter was restricted mostly
to conductance-based mechanisms to generate the specific spike shape rather than resorting
to manipulating the applied current. However, the sodium reversal potential grew without
bound in this case (Fig. 47).
In the previous simulations, the reversal potentials were allowed to vary in order to
adjust the driving forces for each conductance. However, the underlying kinetic parameters
were still fixed at the values for the canonical Wang-Buzsaki model such that the activation
ranges for the conductances were not shifted as well. We modified the filter to also include
the voltage shift for the forward reaction rate for the sodium activation variable, αm (UKF3
in Table 6). It was initialized at the canonical value and allowed to vary from there. The
kinetic parameters for the potassium conductance were left fixed because the two previous
simulations resulted in parameter estimates that converged to values that were very similar
and close to the canonical Wang-Buzsaki parameters (Table 6). This final filter had the
following 9-dimensional state vector: x =
[
V, h, n, ḡNaF , ḡK , Iapp, ENa, EK , αmshift
]T
. For
all the free parameters, this filter produced estimates that converged within 5 s to values
comparable to those typically used in single compartment neuron models. The estimate for
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Figure 46: Surrogate data generated using the Hodgkin-Huxley model was fit with a UKF containing
a Wang-Buzsaki model. In addition to the ion conductance densities, the reversal potentials were
also left as free parameters, which helped the filter operate (UKF1 in Table 6). The estimate for
gNaF grows without bound and Iapp retains large transients needed to reproduce the characteristic
Hodgkin-Huxley spike. Sample spike waveforms are shown throughout the simulation.































































Figure 47: Surrogate data generated using the Hodgkin-Huxley model was fit with a UKF containing
a Wang-Buzsaki model. The membrane potential of the Hodgkin-Huxley model was linearly scaled
to match the voltage range of the Wang-Buzsaki model. In addition to the ion conductance densities,
the reversal potentials were also left as free parameters, which helped the filter operate (UKF2 in
Table 6). The estimate for ENa grows without bound. Sample spike waveforms are shown throughout
the simulation.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
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Table 6: Final conductance density estimates when fitting the Hodgkin-Huxley model with a UKF
containing a Wang-Buzsaki model after 10 s of simulation time. Parameters that continued to grow
without bound are indicated by a “+”.
Model gNaF (mS/cm
2) gK (mS/cm
2) ENa (mV) EK (mV)
UKF1, with reversal potentials free 124.1+ 22.4 42.4 -120.9
UKF2, also with Vm scaling 22.3 17.0 131.7+ -83.5
UKF3, also with NaF αmshift free 128.5 17.2 47.3 -82.7
Canonical Wang-Buzsaki 35 9 55 -90
Canonical Hodgkin-Huxley 100 80 50 -100
Iapp retained the oscillations previously seen around the true value though its magnitude
was slightly smaller.
A comparison of the parameter values resulting from all these filters with the canonical
values for each model is given in Table 6. The final filter produced reversal potentials
that were close to typical values. Compared with the canonical Wang-Buzsaki parameter
values, the conductance densities were much larger in order to generate the larger peak-
to-peak voltages characteristic of the Hodgkin-Huxley spike. The filter also adjusted the
kinetic parameter αmshift from 35 to 22.4 mV. This has the effect of shifting the voltage
dependence of the sodium channel m-gate to more depolarized values, and in turn, increases
the spike threshold. To determine the validity of the parameter estimation, we substituted
the final parameter estimates of the last filter (UKF3) back into the Wang-Buzsaki model,
using the mean value of the oscillations in Iapp. The model with these new parameters
produced a spike with a higher peak voltage and a deeper afterhyperpolarization (Fig.
48). The increased spike threshold helps shape the voltage trajectory during the interspike
interval. When it is scaled in return to match the voltage range of the Hodgkin-Huxley
spike, it produces a much closer match to the Hodgkin-Huxley model than the original
Wang-Buzsaki model.
While the Wang-Buzsaki and Hodgkin-Huxley model produce different dynamics, they
contain only the minimum number of conductance terms required to generate an action
potential. In the second example of model order mismatch when using the Kalman filter,
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Figure 48: Model reconstruction when using the UKF to fit Hodgkin-Huxley spike with a Wang-
Buzsaki model. The input to the filter (UKF3 in Table 6) was the membrane potential output of the
Hodgkin-Huxley model scaled to the voltage range of the Wang-Buzsaki model. A) Comparison of
original WB spike with spike produced using new parameters. B) Comparison of canonical Hodgkin-
Huxley spike with a scaled version of the new WB spike.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
we fit the Wang-Buzsaki model parameters to surrogate data generated using the Connor-
Stevens model, which has an additional A-type potassium current that is primarily active
during the interspike interval. The voltage ranges of a typical Wang-Busaki and Connor-
Stevens spike are very similar and no voltage scaling was used. From Fig. 34 we see that
the Connor-Stevens model has a sharper afterhyperpolarization, a taller spike, and a more
pronounced inflection point in the interspike interval than the Wang-Buzsaki model. By
forcing the UKF to follow the membrane potential closely, we cause it to account for these
differences by varying the free parameters in the model. The state vector for this filter
contains 10 dimensions: x =
[
V,m, h, n, a, b, ḡNaF , ḡK , ḡKA, Iapp
]T
.
Initially, the UKF has difficulty tracking the observed membrane potential accurately
(Fig. 49). The first spike is even shorter than the canonical Wang-Buzsaki spike and it
is not able to follow the trajectory of the afterhyperpolarization. In fact, to achieve the
first spike, the UKF sharply increases gNaF and decreases gK such that the estimates of gK
actually extend into negative values (Fig. 50). After a few spike cycles have been collected,
however, the UKF recovers and does a fairly good job of reproducing the Connor-Stevens
spike shape.
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The estimates of the conductance densities for the sodium and potassiusm channels do
not converge on a single value as shown previously. gNaF appears to approach a value of
∼44 mS/cm2 but there is a transient that is associated with the depolarization leading
up to the spike and with the spike itself. This result is a combination of the steady-state
approximation for the m-gate for the sodium channel as well as the consequences of the
different spike height. When the time-dependence of activation for the sodium channel is
removed, the filter may compensate by reducing the amount of sodium conductance slightly
just before the spike. However, to match the taller spikes, the filter may need to quickly
increase gNaF and decrease gK simultaneously at the time of the spike. The UKF also
sharply increases gK after the spike to create the afterhyperpolarization.
The estimate for the potassium conductance in the Wang-Buzsaki model shows further
interesting dynamics within the interspike interval. In addition to a sharp transient asso-
ciated with each spike, there also seems to be a slower component within the interspike
interval. The transients in gK indicate that a single potassium channel with fast kinetics is
not sufficient to capture the dynamics of the two separate potassium channels that exist in
the Connor-Stevens model. From Fig. 40, we see that the A-type potassium channel is pri-
marily active at hyperpolarized potentials with slower time constants than the fast-delayed
rectifier. The UKF tries to create the inflection point observed in the Connor-Stevens ISI
by continuing to modulate gK . While the general shapes of the fast and slow components
in the transients in gK exist for a range of Qw, the magnitudes of each component depend
on its specific value. Increasing the value of Qw further results in an estimated trajectory
for Vm that matches the observed values even more closely. However, this also increases
the fluctuations in the estimates for gNaF and gK more. Carefully tuning the value of Qw
reveals that while the model for the sodium channel may be approximately correct (in that
gNaF may be treated as a constant parameter), the model for the potassium channel is not.
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Figure 49: Surrogate data generated using the Connor-Stevens model was fit with a UKF containing
a Wang-Buzsaki model (vertical line indicates the spike time for reference to Fig. 50). The mismatch
between the models results in estimates for the maximal ionic conductances that do not converge
on a single value. Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.020
5.2.5 Estimation of time-varying external conductances
We previously showed that the UFK can distinguish between conductance-based mecha-
nisms of spike generation and an applied current as well as distinguish between two mem-
brane conductances with different kinetics. In this section, we modify the Kalman filter to
include the external conductance input to the neuron model. The conductance-based mem-








+ gex(t)(Vm − Eex) + gin(t)(Vm − Ein) (33)
Given a known model, the UKF could be used to estimate changes in gex(t) and gin(t), the
time-varying excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs. Similar to the problem of estimating
the model parameters, there is no model describing how the conductances change in time.
Surrogate data for this simulation was generated by applying fixed external excitatory
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Figure 50: Surrogate data generated using the Connor-Stevens model was fit with a UKF containing
a Wang-Buzsaki model (vertical line indicates the spike time for reference to Fig. 49). The first
spike is shown on the left, and a later spike is shown on the right.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.020
and inhibitory conductance waveforms to the Hodgkin-Huxley model neuron. The reversal
potentials were set to 0 mV and -90 mV for excitation and inhibition, respectively. The
conductance waveforms were constructed by modeling 150 inhibitory GABA-type synapses
and 90 excitatory AMPA-type synapses. The synapses were activated randomly according
to independent Poisson processes with mean rates of 2.4 Hz for the inhibition and 2.16 Hz
for excitation [213]. The inhibitory synapses were modeled with a rise time constant of 0.93
ms and a decay time constant of 13.6 ms. The excitatory synapses were modeled with a
rise time constant of 0.5 ms and a decay time constant of 1.2 ms.
These synaptic parameters resulted in a balanced level of inhibition and excitation that
led the model to spike irregularly at an average spike rate of 100 Hz (Fig. 51). The state
vector for this filter contained 8 dimensions: x =
[
V,m, h, n, ḡNaF , ḡK , ginh(t), gexc(t)
]T
.
The UKF is able to accurately track the membrane potential and ion channel activation
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variables after ∼1.2 seconds of collecting information (Fig. 51). During this initial period,
the synaptic conductances are overestimated in an attempt to reproduce the spike waveform.
The estimates of the ion channel conductance densities do not converge until ∼30 s. When
the values of gNaF and gK are sufficiently close to their true values (within 5 mS/cm
2), the
UKF is able to track the external excitatory and inhibitory conductance (Fig. 52). Until
this point, however, the magnitudes of the external conductances estimates are incorrect,
although their qualitative dynamics are similar to the true conductance waveforms. In
these simulations, the UKF did produce negative values for its estimates of the external
conductances. Constraining the filter to remap these estimates to positive values, or simply
to replace them with a value of zero, only slightly improved its performance and the rate
at which it converged to the true parameter values. In these simulations, while Iapp was
not included as a free parameter, the filter could have easily manipulated the external
conductances to produce the spikes. Not only does it distinguish between intrinsic and
synaptic conductances, it distinguishes between excitation and inhibition based only on
their different reversal potentials.
The UKF is able to track the excitatory conductance more accurately than the inhibitory
conductances. While the estimate inhibitory conductance looks like a low-pass filtered
version of the true waveform, the Kalman filter can extract the time courses of individual
synaptic activations. These are visible in Fig. 52 because the excitatory input rate is slower
than the inhibitory input rate and individual excitatory events can be distinguished. In
contrast, the UKF is only able to qualitatively follow the inhibitory conductance waveform
and misses some large fluctuations (eg. around t = 29.3 s). The accuracy of the UKF
for each input stream was quantified by computing the cross-covariances between the true
conductance waveforms and the estimates produced by the filter (Fig. 53). The cross-
correlogram for the excitatory conductance shows a much more prominent central peak
with a maximum value of 0.94 compared to 0.64 for the inhibitory conductance. Even the
rough estimate of inhibitory conductance is useful here because it can be used to construct
continuous estimates of the mean levels of inhibition and excitation without perturbing the
cell with other stimuli.
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Figure 51: Estimating external excitatory and inhibitory Poisson conductance inputs to the Hodgkin-
Huxley model. The UKF is able to accurately track the membrane potential and ion channel
activation variables after ∼1.2 seconds of collecting information.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
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Figure 52: Estimating external excitatory and inhibitory Poisson conductance inputs to the Hodgkin-
Huxley model. When the values of gNaF and gK are sufficiently close to their true values (within 5
mS/cm2), the UKF is able to track the time-varying external conductances.
Simulation parameters: sampling rate = 10 kHz, Qw = 0.016
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A spike-triggered average of the excitatory and inhibitory conductance in a window
of time around each spike shows that the Hodgkin-Huxley model spikes preferentially to
a transient depolarizing fluctation in excitation. On average, the excitatory conductance
increases to ∼2.5X that of its mean value immediately before a spike while the inhibitory
conductance is relatively flat around each spike. Since the membrane potential is the only
information that the filter observes and the inhibitory input places a minimal role during
the spikes, there is very little relation between the dynamics of the membrane potential and
the inhibitory input. One reason for this is that the driving force for excitation is so much
larger than for inhibition in this simulation; the average subthreshold membrane potential
for the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron is approximately -75 mV. Other techniques report a similar
difficulty in extracting inhibitory presynaptic input at physiological resting potentials [182]
or when the variance in one conductance input stream is much higher than in the other [188].
In the latter study, the firing activity of neurons in a high conductance state were driven by
fluctuations in the membrane potential caused by synaptic input rather than a depolarized
average voltage. The success of this technique in extracting the time course of synaptic
input for different neuron types will depend on what membrane mechanisms dominate their
subthreshold dynamics.
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Validity of the Kalman filter assumptions
A fundamental assumption of the Kalman filter is that the distribution of the system states
can be described by a normal distribution. The membrane potential has been shown to
have a normal distribution under certain conditions, specifically in the high conductance
state for cortical neurons during which thousands of synaptic inputs are bombarding the
membrane per second [66]. The gating variables for each ion channel, however, are restricted
to values between 0 and 1 and are not described by a normal distribution. The Kalman filter
also assumes that the noise inherent in the system and the measurement noise can be well-
described as Gaussians and are uncorrelated. For a real experiment this is generally not true
due to various hardware that may introduce correlations or other biases into the signals.
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Figure 53: The cross-covariances between the true conductance waveforms and the estimates pro-
duced by the filter were computed for the simulation shown in Figs. 51 and 52. The spike-triggered
conductances are normalized to a value of one based on the mean inhibitory or excitatory conduc-
tance level.
Despite the violations of these assumption, the greatest challenge is finding appropriate
neuron models to embed in the Kalman filter.
The results of parameter estimation will depend on the amount of noise, or uncertainty,
that is injected for that term on each time step. This allowed variability can be quite large
as shown in database approaches to neuron model construction [198]. Similarly, the efficacy
of the filter also depends on the reliability of the “measurements.” This will be assessed
by separately systematically increasing the amount of process and measurement noise. It
is not expected that the amount of noise that will numerically allow the Kalman gain to
converge will match the amount of noise in the actual system or in the measurements. A
greater amount of noise may be needed to compensate for model order mismatch.
For the Kalman filter, usually Gaussian white noise is simply added to each state es-
timate. For the neuron models used here, this is equivalent to the stochastic differential
equations base on subunit noise developed by Fox and Lu and described in Section 3.4.3 in
which noise is added to each subunit in the Hodgkin-Huxley equations (Eqn. 15). However,
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simulations have shown that actually adding fluctuation in conductance terms, or equiva-
lently in the fractions of open channels, should be the preferred way for including channel
noise [91, 92]. Using Markov chain models as the gold standard, conductance-based rather
than subunit noise produces more accurate statistics (mean and CV) of the interspike in-
tervals as well as the fractions of open channels. While this approach is computationally
simple, solving stochastic Hodgkin-Huxley type differential equations for sufficient numbers
of channels may not be feasible in real-time at the necessary sampling rates.
5.3.2 Performance of the UKF in state and parameter estimation for neuron models
Our results reproduce previous work demonstrating that the the UKF can successfully
reconstruct the states and parameters of a known model. It performs well when the input to
the filter is extremely nonstationary, such as with irregular spiking, and can handle realistic
levels of measurement noise that would be encountered during experiments. As such, it could
be used as a model-fitting algorithm as well as a means for generating a command signal for
a model-based control protocol. For parameter estimation, a recursive technique like the
UKF provides more information than simply the final suggested value. The dynamics of how
the filter converges on a final value indicates which membrane mechanisms are dominant
in different regions of the spike cycle. For example, during the interspike interval, the
membrane potential is relatively stationary and outside the active voltage ranges of the fast
sodium and potassium channels so that not much new information is gained. Consequently,
the estimates produced by the filter for these conductances do not vary much during the
ISI.
The ability of the filter to produce a membrane potential output that closely tracks the
observed voltage is not a good indicator of the quality of the estimates for the underlying
states and variables. In general, the spike waveform is successfully reproduced well before
the parameter estimates have converged. For the models used in this study, these estimates
converged within 15 s of simulation time, or equivalently at ∼900 spikes since the models
were driven to spike at 60 Hz. In comparison, regular spiking cortical neurons typically fire
around 10 Hz though some fast spiking neurons can reach rates up to several hundred hertz
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[177]. For slowly spiking neurons, a much longer convergence time would be expected and
may actually be comparable to offline automated model-fitting algorithms. The benefit of
an online method, however, is that it is continuously updated and changes in the parameter
estimates throughout the course of the experiment may provide quantitative information
about changes in the cell’s properties over long time scales. An important difference between
model-fitting using a recursive algorithm and typical approaches based on matching the
spike shape is that the UKF can handle both irregular and regular spiking activity and
does not need to use the spike rate as a target feature. The current-voltage relationship
or f-I curve is one of the most common metrics for validating neuron models. The UKF
simultaneously matches the spike shape and spike frequency without perturbing the neuron.
The actual implementation of the unscented Kalman filter for online parameter fitting
and state tracking in real experiments is limited by the computational demands of the algo-
rithm. The unscented transformation generates 2n points in the system’s state space and
propagates each point through the full model equations. The largest state vector used in
the simulations described here had 10 dimensions so that on each cycle, the algorithm nu-
merically integrated 20 models and performed a Cholesky factorization on a 10-dimensional
matrix. A UKF module was developed for RTXI based on the GNU Scientific Library (GSL,
http://www.gnu.org/software/gsl/), a open-source C++ collection of numerical routines for
scientific computing. Rather than compute a matrix inversion, Eqn. 30 is implemented
using a singular value decomposition and the sigma points are generated using the library’s
default Cholesky decomposition function. This module can execute the UKF algorithm
on a 5-dimensional state vector at a sampling rate of 8 kHz, which in our simulations,
was sufficient for good convergence of the filter. The performance of the filter might be
improved by using different numerical libraries. The GSL library is a pre-compiled, easy-
to-use cross-platform library based on the default CBLAS library. CBLAS can be replaced
by ATLAS, a machine-specific tuned library that provides optimal linear algebra software
for different processor architectures. Another option is to use the Linear Algebra PACKage
(LAPACK, http://www.netlib.org/lapack/) or the Class Library for High Energy Physics
(CLHEP, http://proj-clhep.web.cern.ch/proj-clhep/). LAPACK is generally at least several
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times faster than the GSL library and since it is recompiled with the executable, it takes
advantage of compiler optimizations. For state vectors that are 6 dimensions or smaller,
CLHEP offers further speed improvements since it uses hand-optimized algorithms for small
matrices. While other dynamic clamp systems could implement the UKF algorithm, RTXI
should provide the best performance because it has lower overhead since it is based on the
Linux OS and has a modular architecture that links only the necessary shared libraries at
runtime. Furthermore, this architecture allows for memory allocation on the stack rather
than on the heap since the size of the required matrices can be predefined and no dynamic
allocation is necessary.
Numerically integrating the model equations is relatively straightforward and the same
heuristics that apply to choosing a sampling rate for dynamic clamp applies to integrating
the models embedded inside the Kalman filter. Dynamic clamp sampling rates are currently
chosen based on the limits of the hardware platform being used and the temporal dynamics
being simulated. While it is possible to compute the time step necessary for the Euler
and exponential Euler methods to achieve a desired one-step integration accuracy for a
known voltage measurement error, few studies employ this technique [35]. In simulations
of dynamic clamp, Euler integration was insufficient to model fast sodium Nav channels
at sampling rates under 30 kHz and nearly identical integration results for three different
deterministic integration methods was only achieved at rates ≥50 kHz [167]. In these
simulations, both the Euler method and the 4th order Runge-Kutta method were tested.
Euler integration is commonly used in dynamic clamp experiments at sampling rates as low
as 4-5 kHz. While it is ∼4X faster than the RK4 method, it can only be used at small enough
time steps. In several simulations, a filter that did not converge using the Euler method
did converge using the RK4 method at the same sampling rate. Given the additional
overhead of the Kalman filter calculations, for high-dimensional models, switching to a
higher order integration method embedded in the filter may be more advantageous than
increasing the sampling rate. An alternative solution is to subdivide each Kalman filter
cycle and numerically integrate the equations using the Euler method multiple times on
each cycle.
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5.3.3 Online model discrimination and hypotheses testing
It is expected that the greater the difference between the model embedded in the Kalman
filter and the actual data to be fitted, the worse the filter will perform. We saw numerous
cases in which the filter failed to track the membrane potential entirely or arbitrarily ad-
justed the underlying state variables and parameters to produce the correct output. This
problem is commonly tackled by increasing the uncertainty in the model by increasing the
process noise Qw. Another approach is to add an arbitrary term to the membrane equation,
which would not necessarily correspond to any biophysical process but may promote a bet-
ter fit to the data. While the UKF did not result in a viable parameter set for describing the
Connor-Stevens dynamics with the Wang-Buzsaki model, it did produce useful results for
evaluating the appropriateness of Wang-Buzsaki and even suggested in what ways it could
be modified. We have already seen that the dynamics of the filter output reveal which
conductance terms play a dominant role in certain phases of spiking activity and when ad-
ditional conductance terms may be needed. This kind of information is not available from
the previously described model-fitting techniques that use global error measures that do
not capture the time-varying dynamics of the system.
While it will certainly always be the case when using this technique that the filter
simplifies the dynamics of the real cell, it may be possible to perform model selection online
given a broad set of functional classes of ion channels. Minimal models for spiking and
bursting neurons have already been developed that can describe a wide range of neuronal
responses using common ion channel types [86, 190]. In general, a globally reduced model
does not produce the best approximation to a transient feature in a neuron’s activity but
a Kalman filter approach can identify temporal intervals in which certain dynamics play
an important role. The dynamics of the parameter estimates produced by a filter may
also indicate when a model is insufficient and reveal quantitative suggestions for how to
adjust it. This information would also be useful in the development of hybrid dynamical
systems in which a differential equation describing the full dynamics of a process may be
replaced with a simpler piecewise function. Rather than adding conductance mechanisms
with arbitrary kinetic schemes, the user can form mechanistic hypotheses without making
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explicit assumptions about the form of the model equations. It has been shown that locally
reduced hybrid models can still exhibit the same modes of activity as a full model of a
bursting neuron [45–47]. These lower dimensional models are more amenable to approaches
such as bifurcation analysis and are important tools for testing mechanistic hypotheses
about complex neural responses.
An interesting feature of the filtering approach is that multiple Kalman filter with dif-
ferent embedded models can be implemented in parallel. Since the Kalman filter produces
estimates of the error in each state variable as well, this approach also serves as an online
hypothesis-testing method with little additional computational overhead. While each filter
may produce output that closely tracks the same observed state, they may produce very
different error bounds for the state estimates. The filter with the lowest error presum-
ably contains the model that best describes the observed data. This approach has seen
increasing interest in systems biology where it is used to evaluate the fitness of models
describing the topology of biochemical pathways, reaction kinetic schemes, and parameter
values [130, 142, 158, 248]. An extension of this method is that coupled with a maximiza-
tion algorithm, it can be used to dynamically determine the optimal stimuli to the system
that maximizes the difference between each filter’s output and allows model discrimination
with greater confidence. In systems biology, observations from these systems are generally
discrete measurements of biomass and substrate concentrations at much lower sampling
rates than those discussed in this study. Sequential optimal design of neurophysiology
experiments is still relatively new and has been primarily focused on improving the ef-
ficiency of experiments investigating receptive fields based on spike rate and spike time
responses [154, 155]. In sensory physiology, model discrimination has been performed us-
ing the iso-response or stimulus reconstruction methods [20, 71]. Instead of a standard
input-output experimental procedure and comparing it with the predictions of the different
models, we can identify the optimal stimuli that correspond to a specified response. This
stimuli is then injected back into competing models and the output is used to evaluate their
fitness.
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5.3.4 Dynamic clamp and model-based real-time control algorithms for biological experi-
ments
In neural electrophysiology, the dynamic clamp is a first step towards introducing the prin-
ciple of model-based control to biological applications. However, it is common to use the
same ion channel model and parameters in a dynamic clamp experiment without taking
into account the intrinsic biological variability between multiple cells and multiple animals.
The parameters for these models are generally determined by averaging over experimental
results from yet a different set of preparations. Furthermore, multiple system components
are often technically not able to be measured in the same preparation. It has been shown
in simulations of conductance-based neurons that averages over multiple samples can fail
to describe a system whose behavior depends on the interactions between highly variable
components [93]. Simply knowing the mean and variance of typical parameter measure-
ments only captures the variability of linear combinations of parameters that are assumed
to be independent. While these can provide useful heuristics for producing desired re-
sponses [120, 227], low-order statistical measures generally do a poor job of defining the
boundary of a multi-dimensional region. A method that can simultaneously fit relevant
parameters online for each preparation allows the experimenter to automatically capture
the variability of multiple components and optimize the model used in the dynamic clamp
for that same cell.
Since the Kalman filter is a recursive technique that generates predictions of the system’s
behavior, it is also a candidate for generating control signals to change that behavior. These
model-based techniques can simultaneously provide information about the system that can-
not be directly measured and guidelines for online feedback during an experiment. Model
reference control is commonly used in industry for applications such as supply chain man-
agement, automotive control, and flight control in aviation. Rather than generating control
signals that are derived directly from noisy observed data, the signal can be generated from
estimates of state variables in a model of how that system behaves. In neural electrophys-
iology, these could be quantities that are difficult to experimentally measure continuously
or accurately at the required time scales. For example, in the context of dynamic clamp,
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an artificial calcium- and voltage-dependent conductance could be created that incorpo-
rates details of how intracellular calcium levels are affected by other activity-dependent
processes. This framework has the advantage that the control signal is determined from a
more complete description of the system’s dynamics combined with a strategy for handling
uncertainty in the model and in the measurements.
In combination with standard minimization and/or closed-loop feedback techniques,
model reference control can also be used to drive the system on a specific target trajectory
or towards a target value by using the result of the Kalman filter prediction step to compute
a feedback signal. Control-based approaches are not common in biological applications for
several reasons. Until recently, we lacked sufficiently accurate computational models of the
biological system. The models that do exist have extremely nonlinear dynamics and most
control engineering approaches depend on the ability to linearize a system. Some of these
methods are too computationally inefficient for real-time observation and control. Finally,
implementing these approaches has been difficult due to a lack of experiment platforms and
actuators that can accommodate acquisition and control of biological signals in real-time
with the required spatial and temporal resolutions for different modalities [151]. While
a control algorithm using a deterministic model relies on multiple simultaneous measure-
ments from the system, the Kalman filter can be formulated to infer the states of the model
in between potentially asynchronously sampled measurements. This framework may pro-
vide more control points for regulating the system and bring the technical requirements of
control-based approaches in biology into realistic range.
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APPENDIX A
DEEP CEREBELLAR NEURON MODEL
A.1 Channel Kinetics
All channel conductances are modeled based on the Hodgkin & Huxley (1952) formalism and
calculated as the product of a maximal conductance ḡi and voltage- or calcium-dependent
activation and inactivation variables m, h and z:
Ii = gi(Vm)(Vm − Ei) (34)
gi(Vm) = ḡim
phq (35)
The temporal evolution of all activation and inactivation variables x = {m,h, z} is deter-







For all voltage-gated channels, the voltage dependences of the steady state activation and




















] + F (38)
All equations are for 32◦C.
A.1.1 Fast sodium current NaF
INaF = ḡNaFm
3hs(Vm − ENa) (39)
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with ENa = 71 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -35 mV, k = -7.3 mV. The activation time constant is voltage indepen-
dent and given by τm = 0.025 ms.
Inactivation h: Vh = -32 mV, k = 5.9 mV. The inactivation time constant τh also follows
Eqn. (38), with A = 25 ms, B = 23.3 mV, C = -29 mV, D = -51 mV, E = 9 mV and F
= 0.3 ms.








where smin = 0.50, V0 = -40 mV, and ks = 5.4 mV. The slow inactivation time constant is
described by:












where τsmin = 70 ms, τsmax = 1 s, V0 = -40 mV, k1 = 18.3 mV, and k2 = 10 mV.
A.1.2 Persistent sodium current NaP
INaP = ḡNaPm
3h(Vm − ENa) (42)
with ENa = 71 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -65 mV, k = -4.1 mV. The activation time constant is voltage indepen-
dent and given by τm = 0.3 ms.








] + 250 ms (43)
A.1.3 High voltage activated calcium current CaHVA
The current through high voltage activated calcium channels is modeled by the Goldman-
Hodgkin-Katz equation:












where p̄CaHV A is the maximum Ca
2+ permeability, z = 2 is the valency of Ca2+, R =
8.3145 J K−1 mol−1 is the gas constant, F = 96480 C mol−1 is the Faraday constant and T
is the thermodynamic temperature in K. The voltage dependence of the activation variable
m is described by a Boltzmann function (Eqn. 37) with Vh = -24.5 mV and k = -9 mV,















A.1.4 Low voltage activated calcium current CaLVA
ICaLV A = ḡCaLV Am
2h(Vm − ECa) (46)
with ECa = 139 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -56 mV, k = -6.2 mV. The activation time constant τm is described by
Eqn. (38) with A = 0.333 ms, B = -131 mV, C = -16.7 mV, D = -15.8 mV, E = 18.2 mV
and F = 0.204 ms.









for Vm < −81 mV





+ 9.32 ms for Vm ≥ −81 mV
(47)
A.1.5 Tonic non-specific cation current TNC
This is a mixed cation current with a reversal potential ETNC = -35 mV and a voltage
independent conductance:
ITNC = ḡTNC(Vm − ETNC) (48)
A.1.6 Hyperpolarization activated HCN current
Ih = ḡhm
2(Vm − Eh) (49)
with Eh = -45 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -80 mV, k = 5 mV, τm = 400 ms.
A.1.7 Fast delayed rectifier fKdr
IfKdr = ḡfKdrm
4(Vm − EK) (50)
with EK = -90 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -30 mV, k = -7.8 mV, τm given by Eqn. (38) with A = 13.9 ms, B =
-30 mV, C = 12 mV, D = -30 mV, E = -13 mV, F = 0.1 ms.
A.1.8 Slow delayed rectifier sKdr
IsKdr = ḡsKdrm
4(Vm − EK) (51)
with EK = -90 mV.
Activation m: Vh = -40 mV, k = -9.1 mV, τm given by Eqn. (38) with A = 14.95 ms, B =
-40 mV, C = 21.74 mV, D = -40 mV, E = -13.91 mV, F = 0.05 ms.
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A.1.9 Small conductance calcium-dependent potassium current SK
ISK = ḡSKz(Vm − EK) (52)
with EK = -90 mV.
The calcium-dependent activation variable z is given by:
z∞ =
[Ca2+]4
[Ca2+]4 + (3 ∗ 10−4 mM)4
(53)
The calcium dependence of the activation time constant is described by:
τz =

60 ms− 11.2 ∗ 103 ms mM−1[Ca2+] for [Ca2+] < 0.005 mM
4 ms for [Ca2+] ≥ 0.005 mM
(54)
A.1.10 Calcium concentration
We assume that the SK channel is selectively activated by calcium ions that enter the cell








where [Ca2+]base = 50 nM is the baseline calcium concentration, τCa2+ = 70 ms is the
decay time constant and B = kCa2+/vshell is a free parameter that scales inversely with the
volume of a hypothetical submembrane shell with a thickness of 200 nm. Tuning the model
resulted in kCa2+ = 3.45 x 10
−7 mol C−1 in the soma and kCa2+ = 1.04 x 10
−6 mol C−1 in
the dendritic compartments.
A.2 Channel conductance densities
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Figure 54: A) Steady-state voltage and calcium dependencies of activation and inactivation for the
membrane conductances. B) Voltage and calcium dependencies of activation and inactivation time
constants.
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Table 7: Channel conductance densities in S/m2 (and for CaHVA, permeability in m/s) for the
different compartment types in the DCN model. Axon refers to the conductance densities and
CaHVA permeability in the axon hillock and initial segment.
Section NaF fKdr sKdr TNC SK CaHVA CaT NaP IH
Soma 330 150 90 0.09 2 7.5e-8 0.6 2 1.5
Proximal Dendrite 33 45 27 0.018 0.6 5e-8 0 0 0
Distal Dendrite 0 0 0 0 0.6 5e-8 0 0 0




B.1 Kalman filter equations for a linear system
Table 8: The discrete Kalman filter for a linear state space model. P (n) are the error covariance
matrices and Qw and Qv are the covariance of the model noise process, w(n), and measurement
noise process, v(n). w(n) and v(n) are uncorrelated Gaussian processes with zero mean. Adapted
from Hayes 2006 [105].
State Equation: x(n) = A(n− 1)x(n− 1) + w(n)
Measurement Equation: y(n) = C(n)x(n) + v(n)









x̂(n|n− 1) = A(n− 1)x̂(n− 1|n− 1)
P (n|n− 1) = A(n− 1)P (n− 1|n− 1)AH(n− 1) +Qw(n)
K(n) = P (n|n− 1)CH(n)
[
C(n)P (n|n− 1)CH(n) +Qv(n)
]−1
x̂(n|n) = x̂(n|n− 1) +K(n) [y(n)− C(n)x̂(n|n− 1)]
P (n|n) = [I −K(n)C(n)]P (n|n− 1)
B.2 Unscented Kalman filter equations for a nonlinear system
The discrete Kalman filter gives the optimal recursive estimate of the system states in a
least-squares sense for a linear system, which biological systems are not. For weakly nonlin-
ear systems, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) approximates the system with locally linear
functions using low-order Taylor expansions [131]. This linearization can produce unstable
filters if the local linearity is violated. Furthermore, for many systems, the determination
of the Jacobian matrices are nontrivial and would be difficult to implement. The unscented
Kalman filter (UKF) preserves the exact nonlinearity of the model system by approximating
the probability density of the possible state values [134,136]. This approach is motivated by
the fact that is easier to approximate this distribution as a Gaussian than to approximate
an arbitrary nonlinear function by linearization.
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The state and measurement equations for the UKF are given by:
xi+1 = F (xi) + wi (56)
yi+1 = G(xi) + vi (57)
w ∼ (0, Qw) (58)
v ∼ (0, Qv) (59)
where w and v are random numbers sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and standard deviations of Qw and Qv. F (xi) are the nonlinear system equations and G(xi)
relates the system states to the actual measurements made from the system.
The UKF uses the “unscented transform” to propagate mean and covariance infor-
mation through nonlinear transformations [134, 136]. The unscented transform works by
constructing a set of points, referred to as sigma points, χi, that as a population capture
the same known statistics, mean and covariance, as a given measurement or state estimate.
A specified nonlinear transformation can be applied to each sigma point, and the unscented
estimate can be obtained by computing the statistics of the transformed set. For example,
the mean and covariance of the transformed set approximates the nonlinear transforma-
tion of the original mean and covariance estimate. sThe sigma points are determined by
computing the square root of the error covariance matrix and adding the resulting plus or
minus standard deviation to the state estimates:
χ̃i = x̄± (
√
nP)i with i=1,...,n (60)
There are 2n sigma points, twice as many points as states in the filter. Each sigma point is
propagated through the complete nonlinear equations of the neuron model to produce a set
of state estimates. This set is then averaged back into a single new state estimate with an
updated mean and covariance and constitute the a priori estimate before any measurements













(χ̃i − x̃)(χ̃i − x̃)′ + Qw (62)
The UKF transformation method preserves the second order accuracy in mean and covari-
ance and guarantees the same performance as a truncated second order filter with the same
order of calculations as the extended Kalman filter. The UKF can give good results for even
higher order nonlinearities if the time steps are small enough that the temporal dynamics
of the systems are only weakly nonlinear [253].
Similarly, a set of measurement vectors, Yi, is determined from the sigma points and













(Ỹi − ỹ)(Ỹi − ỹ)′ + Qv (64)







(χ̃i − x̃)(Ỹi − ỹ)′ (65)
The ratio between this cross covariance and the error in the model’s measurement prediction




The final state estimate is:
x̂ = x̃ +K(y − ỹ) (67)
The last step is to update the a posteriori error covariance matrix:
P̂xx = P̃xx −KP̃′xy (68)
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B.3 Neuron models for evaluating the Kalman Filter
B.3.1 Hodgkin-Huxley Model
The Hodgkin-Huxley model was developed to reproduce the action potential based on data




= −ḡNaFm3h(Vm − ENa)− ḡKn4(Vm − EK)− ḡL(Vm − EL) (69)
dx
dt











































with ḡNaF = 100
mS
cm2
, ḡK = 80
mS
cm2
, gL = 0.1
mS
cm2
, ENa = 50 mV, EK = −100 mV,





Compared to the Hodgkin-Huxley model, the Connor-Stevens model contains an additional
A-type potassium channel. The specific channel properties are different and the Connor-






= −ḡNaFm3h(Vm − ENa)− ḡKn4(Vm − EK)− ḡKAa3b(Vm − EKA) (77)






















βm = 15.2 exp [−0.0556 ∗ (Vm + 54.7)] (83)
αh = 0.266 exp [−0.05 ∗ (Vm + 48)] (84)
βh =
3.8
1 + exp [−0.1 ∗ (Vm + 18)]
(85)
αn = 0.02 ∗
Vm + 45.7
1− exp [−0.1 ∗ (Vm + 45.7)]
(86)
βn = 0.25 exp [−0.0125 ∗ (Vm + 55.7)] (87)
a∞ =
(
0.0761 ∗ exp [0.0314(Vm + 94.22)]
1 + exp [0.0346(Vm + 1.17)]
)1/3
(88)




1 + exp [0.0688(Vm + 53.3)]
)4
(90)
τb = 1.24 + 2.678/(1 + exp [0.0624(Vm + 50)]) (91)
with ḡNaF = 120
mS
cm2
, ḡK = 20
mS
cm2
, ḡKA = 47.7
mS
cm2
, gL = 0.3
mS
cm2
, ENa = 55 mV,





The Wang-Buzsaki model was developed for a study of fast oscillations in the neocortex
and hippocampus [256]. It features a single fast sodium channel and a potassium channel
like the Hodgkin-Huxley model. However, the kinetics of the m activation variable for the
sodium channel are approximated using its steady-state value, which eliminates a differential























5 ∗ (x∞ − h)
τx








































with ḡNaF = 35
mS
cm2
, ḡK = 9
mS
cm2
, gL = 0.1
mS
cm2
, ENa = 55 mV, EK = −90 mV, EL =
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